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SANTA FE, N. M., FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1905.

CASSIh IS

PLENTY TALK
NO ACTION
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GIGANTIC

RATHER COY

ENTERPRISE

POLICE WANT

LEGISLATIVE

RESERVES

ASSEMBLY

MORE MONEY

HOUSE.
Warsaw Peace Officers Plan to
Afternoon Session 38th Day.
Strike While the Iron
(Continued from Yesterday.)
was
to
called
House
The
order at
is Hot.
o'clock by Speaker Dalies. Every
member was in his seat when the roll
was
called. Reading of the journal was CAN'T
LIVE ON WAGES
NURSERIES PREPARED
dispensed with.
INTRODUCTION OF BILLS.
House Bill No. 113, by Mr. Wilker Present Salaries Are So Inadequate
of De
By This Plan the Reforestation
son, An Act relating to the apportionnuded and Burnt Mountain Slopes
That Patrolmen Are Almost Ening and valuation of lands and for
Will Ultimately Be Accomplished.
tirely Dependent Upon Outother purposes. Referred to the com
mittee on judiciary.
side Graft.
$15,000,000.
House Bill No. Ill, by Mr. de Baca,
New forest reserves may be created
Feb. 24. Efforts to
Washington,
in New Mexico and Arizona in the An Act providing for the appointment
harmonize the differences
over the
Gondo, Feb. 24. The Piercing Simp
Warsaw, Feb. 24. Police of this city
Councilman Martin's bill introduced
near future. I. the past two years of boiler inspectors by the Governor.
statehood bill continued fruitlessly in
son tunnel, through the Alps, was comto strike for higher pay. They
threaten
terriReferred
committee
on
to
instithe
much work has been done along this
the Senate today. There seemed to yesterday authorizing territorial
7:20
an independent force paid
at
constitute
this
work
The
pleted
morning.
line and the plan is to be further pros torial affairs.
be a disposition on the part of the tutions to use funds derived from the was
the city and at present receive six
commenced in 1898. The meeting
by
House
An
Bill
No.
Mr.
115,
of
ade.
ecuted.
comIn
lands
them
order that fresh and
Vigil,
by
friends of two states to accept a
leasing
public
granted
dollars per month and uniform. Police
of the two boring parties (Swiss and
quate data may be procured to that Act providing for the raising of salar- subsist
promise permitting Oklahoma and In by Congress for permanent improve- Italian) was
chiefly on money obtained
throughout
signalled
ies
of
in
clerks
the
different
end
of
the
assistant
dian Territory to come in and compel ments is a measure containing
probate
very Switzerland
Clyde Leavitt,
from other sources. They will present
of
bells
the
by
ringing
to
counties.
committee
Referred
the
Bureau of Forestry of the United
the other territories to wait. When wholesome provisions if the bill passes. and salutes
formal demands for increased pay to
by cannon. Many unsus- States
it was proposed today it was insisted This is a time for construction of perDepartment of Agriculture, is on finance.
the chief of police tomorrow. Military
were
in
encountered
obstacles
pected
,
Hanni-anNo.
House
Bill
11G,
manent
Mr.
n
at
these instituSanta Fe at this time. He arrived
by
improvements
that the House would not agree. The
most
of
the gas works, employes of
the
the
the
occupy
progress
work,
An Act providing for the construc
in this
from Denver, Monday, reg
disposition of the Senate to debate tions and the boards of regents of sev- serious
which threaten to strike' tonieht.
the hot springs which istered city
being
tion
a
of
dam
Re
Buttes.
eral
at
of
asked
at
them
for
have
Claire
at
the
and
to
the adoption of a report
Elephant
form two
proceded
authority
A policeman was shot and killed by
to wreck the whole enter- once to
states of the four territories will, it is to use the cash now in their funds for threatened
the absorption of facts in the ferred to the committee on irrigation.
at
and
the
student in the disturbance at Vienna
which
of
temperature
prise
BILLS ON THIRD READING.
Under congressional
feared, prove fatal to the adoption of such purposes.
one time rose to 131 degrees Fahren land office, preliminary to taking up
railroad
station today. The police atcommittee
on
enactment
can
The
this
and
be done if authorthe examination of lands for such new
agriculture
any statehood bill at this session.
to disperse the great crowd
heit.
tempted
ized by the Legislative Assembly. Mr.
reserves as may, in the wisdom of the manufactures reported Council Bill No.
Red Hot Cross Fire.
The Piercing Simpson tunnel is re.
and
arrested
the student. The mob
28,
is
Martin's
bill
to
intended
such
that
the
substitute
as
be
24.
created. As fast
recommending
give
department,
Washington, Feb.
Shortly beto
as
tried
one
him and a policeman
of
rescue
the
garded'
being
greatest
ne
funds are available to project the plan
fore noon toda; Senator Beveridge authority and its provisions will be achievements of the age. The
passed. The substitute was or
length new reserves will be established
dered to take the regular course and drew his sword, whereupon a student
in
all
was recognized fn the Senate to renew speedily taken advantage of by the in- of
the tunnel is about twelve miles western
shot him and disappeared in the
his motion for the appointment of stitutions in question.
regions where the protection was referred to the committee on agri- crowd.
The Swiss and Italian governments
of forests is most important for the culture and manufactures. It relates
conferees on the joint statehood bill.
financed the undertaking, share
Strike at Ironworks.
conservation and regulation of stream to the use of brands on live stock.
There was at the time no objection to Judge Granville Pendleton, the ener- jointly
share
cost
a
and
alike
of
St.
at
$15,000,000
Feb. 24. Strike has
Petersburg,
flow.
The committee on finance reported
the motion, but Senator Teller said he getic representative from San Juan
broken out afresh at the Poutiloff Iron
of
Bill
been
House
An
No.
Mr.
has
members
de
83,
The
of
to
vital
state
Baca,
County,
by
would desire fifteen minutes
telling
dependence
Irrigation
Works and all the men walked out tosome facts which had recently come the Assembly of the fine quality of the
upon forestry is now fully recognized Act providing for the compensation of
The troops have again been reare county officers and for other purposes, day.
and both miners and stockmen
to his attention regarding conditions "apple jack" and peach brandy made
to patrol the Poutiloff
quisitioned
in
not
San
told
He
bill
it
the
be
Juan
them
a
County.
in Indian Territory. Senator Bailey
awakening to realization of the bene recommending that
zone.
fits to be ultimately derived from
passed. Upon a vote the bill failed to
asked that time for the convening of was the best and the purest made in
Captain on Trial.
conservative management of forests pass.
the Senate be postponed five minutes the country and as delicious and as
St. Petersburg,
Feb. 24 Grand
on
sweet
as the glances of the prettiest
The committee
The Territorial Supreme Court met and from the judicious regulation of
"I object," said Senator Daniel
judiciary reported Duke
of the milicommander
Vladimir,
woman imaginable.
The members, this morning at the Capitol in ad- - the range industry. The recent action House Bill No. 85, by Mr. Williams,
sharply.
of
St.
has isdistrict
tary
Petersburg,
An
sherAct
of
usual
like
energy, would
regulating the salary
journed session. There were present of Congress in transferring the admin
"Then," responded Senator Bailey in knowing his
an
marsued
court
order
for
trial
by
like manner, "I shall vote for the bill Mm to display some of it by getting a Chief Justice W. J. Mills, of Las Ve- - istration of federal forest reserves to iffs in counties of the third class, rec tial of Captain Davidoff, of the Seventwo
The
be
or
of
a
the
celebrated
that
it
Bureau
of Forestry guarantees
ommending
"apple gas; Associate Justice John R. McFie the
as it passed the House. I have op- iug
passed.
teenth Battery, First Regiment of
posed the annexation of Arizona to lack" and the magnificent peach bran- of Santa Fe; Associate Justice Frank business administration, the main ob- bill passed.
Horse Artillery of Guards, and three
ON
BUSINESS
DESK.
SPEAKER'S
and
W.
it
that
which
be
I
will
of
the
Las
might
sample
New Mexico, but will no longer al ly
they
judge
greatest good
Parker, of
Cruces; Associate ject
batCouncil Substitute for Council Bill other officers and three men of the
They do not doubt Justice W. H. Pope of Roswell; Asso-- to the greatest number on a basis that
low any vote of mine to stand in the for themselves.
in
with
in
connection
the
tery,
firing
No. 41, An Act providing for the ap
is absolutely date Justice Edward A. Mann of Ala. will endure.
1,500,000 people in that Judge Pendleton
way of justice-t- o
direction
of Emperor Nicholas of a
ne
of
from
correct
statements
tnat
his
and
of
Plan
Nurseries.
in
justice.
prehension
fugitives
the interest of 300,000 elsewhere."
mogordo; Associate Justice Ira A. Abcharge of case shot at the ceremony
J. D. Sena,
Senator Teller then proceeded. He has not overdrawn them, but having ,bott, of Albuquerque;
During the summer past Mr. Leavitt Referred to the committee on finance. of the
blessing of Neva.
Bill
mmas
Council
Council
for
Substitute
and
was
of
own,
in
of
tneir
of
the
no
establishment
iney clerk; George W. Prichard, solicitor
announced he would interpose
palates
op
charge
Another
Railroad Strike.
1101
An
Act to amend sections
position to a conference, but that he would like to try these beverages and general. The following business was forest nurseries in the Pike's Peak re- No. 55,
Moscow, Feb. 24. The employes of
of
1102
said
is
themselves.
It
that
of
the
Laws
and
?
serve
In
This
to
Colorado.
work
has
Compiled
satisfy
later
should feel at liberty
,
object
accomplished:
the Moscow-KazaRailroad struck' toto an action contrary to the wishes of Judge Pendleton has been quite success j Noi 1089, Helen S. Ozave,. apj&l been inaugurated by the-- Eureau - of 1897;- - Referred to the committee on
as
not
received the man- - '
had
day
they
..the Senate. ,vHfj, added that mokf'of ful in getting members of the Asseni- iant, versus Fletcher M. Sund, appel Forestry for the purpose of reforesting judiciary.
to
their
petition. The
Council Bill No. 53, as amended, An agement's reply
the denuded and burned slopes in the
his time for the past few weeks had bly to "act favorably upon measures he iee, submitted on briefs,
not to Interdecided
men,
however,
been Hfrgelv given to service on the has introduced by visions of fine, No. 1091, L. S. Bradford, et al., ap reserve with tree species native to Act creating boards of park commis fere with the military trains, but other
Three miseries have sioners. Referred to the committee trains
round, fat
demijohns filled pellants, versus Beulah K. McCorkle that region.
,j oemmktee on Indian affairs and that with
will not be allowed to leave.
the fluids which he says are bet- - appellee, judgment of the lower court been prepared in the reserve and a on finance.
information gained there had been of
are guarding the railroad staTroops
Council Substitute for House Bill
such character as to convince him that ter than the nectar .and ambrosia of affirmed, being a judgment for $230 considerable amount of tree seeds has
tion.
ao
19,
tne
No.
An
tnese
amend
to
section
Act
ir
Ancients,
6
aemqonns
46,
been collected and sown in them. The
wftn interest at per cent.
the best course to ' pursue in the inter
est of the people in that territory is not materialize soon, tne juage may) The court announced that it would young tree resulting will be cared for chanter 81. of the Session Laws of
to annex it to Oklahoma and admit not have as easy a time in passing hear counsel in case No. 1021, James in the nurseries for two or three 1901. Referred to the committee on
the two territories as one state. This, measures as ne nas enjoyed during m. Cunningham, trustee, et al.. Dlain years, according to specie, and then judiciary.
Council Substitute for Council Bill
tiffs in error, versus Charles Springer, transplanted upon the slopes where
he thought, should, under circum- the "past six weeks.
et al., defendants In error, brought up protection for the water shed is most No. 51, An Act for the better protec
stances, be done as speedily as possi
from the District Court of San Miguel needed. Seeds will be sown during tion of wild game and fish in New
ble.
W. E. Dudley, the efficient principal
Teller considered three minutes be
County, Neill B. Field appearing for sach successive season and a perma Mexico. Referred to the committee on
of the Spanish schools at Alamogordo,
the plaintiffs in error, and C. A. Spiess, nent succession of trees for reforesta territorial affairs.
fore time for the Senate to convene
The House adjourned at 4:45 until was in the city today. Mr. Dudley
The chair announced It was his origl
representing the defendants in error. tion will thus be provided for.
states that the attendance at the
Friday morning at 10 o'clock.
nal Intention to appoint Messrs. Bever
Opinions were handed down at 2
Activity Is General.
24. William McGee, o'clock this afternoon in the
COUNCIL.
New
Feb.
schools is the largest ever seen in the
to
car
is
conferees
Work
similar
York,
this
as
and
Bate
being
following
idge, Dillingham
and a former resident of cases
Afternoon Session 38th Day.
ried on in California in the San Gaon the part of the Senate and was pro. an
history of the town. The enrollment
of Spanish children is over 85 per
No. 1052, Territory of New Mexico, briel forest reserve and on the Dismal
(Continued From Yesterday.)
ceeding to say that on account of Dil Texas, who claims to be the only mem
the appellee, versus Jap L. Clark, appel- River forest reserve in Nebraska and
Substitute for Council Bill No. 51, An cent of the scholastic "proportionment
lingham's absence he would substi ber of Custer's fdrce to escape Littute Nelson's name when Morgan massacre of that command on the
lant, judgment of the court below af- will be extended into other states as Act providing for the better protection of the town. In no case, Mr. Dud
on
trial
been
has
tle
conferees
Horn,
placed
firmed.
to
Big
motion
if
a
asked
rapidly as circumstances will permit. of game and fish in New Mexico. Re- ley states, has he had to have re
appoint
The course to the compulsory
education
No. 1064, George F. Albright, plain- - Ultimately it is hoped in this manner port of the committee adopted.
had been put. The chair said no, and here on a charge of killing Frank
was putting it when the hands of the Mitchell last December. McGee board- - tiff in error, versus Territory of New to make a partial restitution for the bill passed unanimously. The original law in order to reach this proportion.
men Mexico, defendant in error. Judgment Immense damage done by forest fires bill was tabled.
He has gone into the homes and shown
clock pointed sharply at the noon fig- ed with Mitchell and the
House Substitute for House Joint the people the necessity of the chilures.
quarreled over the proper way of con- - 0f the court below modified, and in all In New Mexico and that the value of
Mitchell was 'other resDects affirmed.
the mountain streams for irrigation Memorial No. 3, petitioning the U. S. dren learning the English language,
"I desire to be heard on that mo- cocting kidney stew.
Mc-No. 1071, Territory of New Mexico, may be thus preserved and extended. Congress to pass the bill creating the and in almost every case the parents
tion," said the Alabama Senator. This stabbed with a kitchen knife and
Pajarito National Cliff Dwellers' Park have signified their willingness to
meant the motion must go over and Gee surrendered to the police upon appellee, versus Harry Eaton, appel- in New Mexico. The report of the leave their children In the schools.
iant. Judgment of the court below afcaused manifest disappointment to learning of his death.
committee was adopted. The memor- Fifty per cent of the Spanish scholars
firmed.
the friends of the bill. The hearing of
ial passed unanimously.
have not missed a day since school beNo. 1030, A. W. Cleiland, Jr., appelthe Swayne impeachment case was
Council Bill No. 68, An Act fixing the gan in September. Children who, six
lant, versus Louis Hostetter, et al.,
then resumed.
bounty for the killing of wild animals. months ago, knew only a few English
appellee. Judgment of the court beThe report of the committee . was words and but a part of the alphabet.
low reversed.
Will Work Overtime.
An agreement has been entered in
No.
New
of
Mexico,
together with the amend- have already been promoted to the
1082,
Senate
24.
Territory
The
Washington, Feb.
to between J. E. Lacome of this city adopted
ment.
bill passed unanimously.
The
versus
Luis Gonzales, appelFourjh grade. Children who, at the
committee on Interstate Commerce toMukden, Feb. 24. A Russian raid appellee,
and F. W. Knight of Alamosa, ColoHouse Bill No. 23, An Act providing beginning of school, did not know an
with
remanded
lant.
and
Reversed
askresolution
to
a
report
day agreed
ing party under the command of
rado, for the pulling off of a foot race for the compensation of school enum- English sentence, are today using Eng
de- directions.
ing that the committee be authorized Colonel Slensmidt completely
Alamosa on March 15th. Maximino erators. The
at
report of the committee lish in their play. With the present
No. 1084, Territory of New Mexico,
by the Senate to sit during the recess stroyed with explosives the bridges
of Mora, Is being backed by was
Lucero,
The bill passed unani- rapid growth of Alamogordo it Will be
M.
versus
adopted.
J.
appelNewman,
of Congress and take testimony for the south of Hau. The dam south "of appellee,
Mr. Lacome, and will run against E.
afnecessary to soon enlarge both the
mously.
purpose of preparing some measure Haicheng, about ten miles east of lant. Judgment of the court below
L. Powers, who is backed by Mr.
unanimous
asked
the
Mr.
American and the Spanish schools.
Martin
firmed.
rates.
for the regulation of railroad
New Chwang, was destroyed on Febru
Knight. The distance will be 100 consent of the Council to Introduce a
No.
New
Alamogordo is improving rapidly.
Mexico,
of
1080, Territory
The- resolution provides that the full ary 21, blowing up seventy feet of It.
yards for a stake of ? 3,000. The back- bill which was granted. It is Council Last month the pay rolls of the va
versus
W.
ex
F.
rel.,
Clancy,
appellee,
committee or a quorum of the commitJustifies Russians.
racers have deposited Bill No. 80,
of ers of the foot
by Mr. Martin, An Act re- rious business concerns were larger
tee shall meet immediately after the
St. Petersburg, Feb. 24. The deci Board of County Commissioners
sum of $1,500 each in banks in
the
act
an
regarding assessments. than they have been at any time since
pealing
adjournment of the present session of sion of the North Sea commission has Bernalillo County. Judgment of lower their respective towns and an exciting The
was
under the suspen last June. The citizens are energetic,
bill
passed
court
affirmed.
'
conveniCongress or thereafter at the
not yet been officially made public
time is anticipated. The race has sion of the rules, Mr. Catron voting no.
Ramona
versus
No.
Ilfeld
Noel
loyal and progressive, and rthey are
1028,
ence of the committee and report to here, although it is understood it has
aroused much interest and a number BUSINESS ON PRESIDENT'S TABLE confidently looking forward to the escourt
lower
L.
Baca.
of
de
Judgment
the next session.
of sports in the Territory and in this
already been communicated to the for reversed.
The President announced having tablishment of a smelter in their
House at Work.
The preeign office and admiralty.
city will attend. Lucero is now In signed Council Bill No. 22, Council town. Alamogordo has a population of
K.
No.
Charles
agent,
Newhall,
1078,
dis.
Santa Fe and will commence training Bill No. 2, Council Bill No. 20, Council about 4,500, and owing to its accessiWashington, Feb. 24. After passing vailing impression from foreign
etc., versus Neill B. Field. Judgment at once for the event.
a number of bills, the House sent the patches is that the decision justifies of the lower court affirmed.
Joint Resolution No. 6, Council Substi bility to the coal fields and to its rail
Panama Canal bill as amended to con- the Russians firing on the trawlers.
tute to House Joint Resolution No. 4, road facilities, it promises to make,
D. Temple of Artesla, apDavid
ference and began the consideration Another version comes from Paris, peared, signed the roll, and took the TWELVE HUNDRED CHILDREN
Council Bill No. 59, and Council Sub not only a good town, but one of the
ESCAPE BURNING BUILDING. stitute to House Bill No. 4.
of the sundry civil appropriation bill. from private sources, to the effect that oath
best in the Territory. There are ten
required of attorneys, having prethe commission found firing not justiNew
York, Feb. 24. Fire which
from the churches in the town, representing all
A message was received
been
admitted.
viously
fied and fixed the responsibility on AdThe handsome new
T. S. Wright of Clayton, was ad- started in the New York Juvenile Asy- Governor
announcing that he had denominations.
miral Rojestvensky.
mitted to the bar. He signed the lum at One Hundred and Seventy-sixt- signed Council Bill No. 66, Council Bill Episcopal Church was dedicated on
Street and Amsterdam Avenue No. 27, Council Bill No. 2, Council Bill last Sunday with appropriate cere
roll and was administered the oath.
COMMITTEE YET INVESTIGATING.
today
spread so rapidly that it was No. 22. Council Bill No. 20, Council monies.
hour
The court took a recess of an
The committee that is in the south during the afternoon to hear the Chav- soon beyond the control of the emer- Joint Resolution No. 6, Council Substi
Mr, Dudley says that the Blind
west to look over the sites offered for es memorial addresses of the Council. gency fire brigade of the institution. tute to House Joint Resolution No. 4, Asylum is very closely related to the
Chicago, Feb. 24. The special grand the Fraternal Sanitarium was at El
There were 1,200 children in the build Council Bill No. 55, and Council Sub- Interests of every citizen of Alamojury by Federal Judge Kohlsaat to in- Paso on Wednesday, having missed its
ing at the time, but fifteen minutes stitute to House Bill No. 4.
gordo and they are all hoping for an
vestigate the meat trust, was drawn connection over the Texas & Pacific
after the fire had started It was beThe Council then went Into executive appropriation to soon be made which
The law requires that the for Carlsbad, It spent the day in the
today.
lieved all had escaped.
session for the purpose of confirming will allow of its completion. The In- '
names of the members of the Jury be Pass City where it was entertained
the appointment by the Governor of stitution will receive the moral and
AN AWFUL ROW
spread on the records. This will not and shown several sites available for
regents of the Deaf and Dumb Asylum, material support of Otero County.
be done, however, until a few days be- its purpose. Carlsbad, Artesla and
LEAVES 300 DEAD. at Santa Fe, Miners' Hospital at Ra- Otero County's new officials are provfore March 20, when the grand Jury Roswell will be visited, after which
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 24. In a JealNew York, Feb. 14. After the riots ton, and Territorial Reform School at ing themselves very efficient and are
will meet, as It is desired to keep the the committee will return to El Paso ous
Julian Valles shot and killed at Baku 300 corpses were counted in El Rito
rage
meriting and receiving the hearty in- names secret as long as possible. It Is and from there go to Alamogordo, his wife at Tularosa, New Mexico, and
different
of the citizens.
for
dis
the
Times
a
The
to
streets
regents
the
according
said that the government wishes to Santa Rosa and Tucumcari,
then blew out his own brains. He patch from Paris. The dead are said
returning
examine the record of each man.
home to St. Louis via Dalhart
leaves a baby two months old.
Advertise in the New Mexican
to have been largely Armenians.
(Continued on Page Eight.)

Senate Leaders Again

Fail

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 24. Mrs. Cas-si- Twelve Mile Tunnel Connecting
Chadwick when placed on the
Plan to Name Statehood
Two Nations Completed Afstand in the bankruptcy proceedings
in
Remcase
her
today before Referee
Conferees.
ter Seven Years' Labor.
ington, refused at first to be sworn.
After a consultation with her attorneys, she finally consented to take THE PIERCING SIMPSON
MORGAN
IT
DEFEATS
the oath. She was then asked her
name. She refused to reply to this or
other questions that followed.
any
Over
to
and
Burrows Through the Alps Between
Jointure
Bailey Changes
Teller New Favors One State for
Switzerland and Italy and Cost
Oklahoma and Indian Territory.
Those Two Governments
in

e

Assistant

of the Bureau
Forestry Here Gathering
Data to That End.

LEGISLATIVE
POINTERS

SUPREME COURT

AGAINAT WORK

.

,

'

,

n

pot-bellie- d

DUDLEY PRAISES
NATIVE CHILDREN

KILLED OVER

KIDNEY STEW

1

MEN WILL RACE
FOR BIO PURSE

SOMETHING ON
SOUTH OF HAU

-

.

MIGHTY CAREFUL
ABOUT A JURY

h

TULAROSA MAN'S
TERRIBLE DEED

m

Saata Fe New Mexican, Friiay, Febraary 24, 905,

SUGGESTION AS TO DIS
TRICT ATTORNEYS.
Councilman J. Leahy is of the opin
I
jon tha(. it woui(j be conducive to the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING g0CCj government of the counties and
.
better for the administration of jus
uumkany, fUBUisrifcits.
tice were district attorneys given the
Editor power to appoint assistant district at
MAX FROST
torneys in uuuutico ui tiicii uwuino
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
outside of the one in which they reManager and Associate Editor side. He says that under the present
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
statute, district attorneys are required
Secretary and Treasurer to attend meetings of boards of coun
ty commissioners, regular and special
and
this provision of the law cannot
at
Entered as Second Class matter
be carried out in districts composed of
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
more than one county, as regular
meetings of boards of commissioners
fall
upon the same days and special
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
-- 6
meetings in different counties are very
' lly, per week, by carrier
$1 00 often held on the same day. It is cerfVtly, per month, by earlier
75 tainly a wise provision of the law that
Dally, per month, by mail
BO
district attorneys should be present
f
mall
one
i"iilyi
year by
4 00 at the meetings of county boards. This
lly, six months, by mail
cannot be carried out under present
,ally, three mouths, by mall.... 3 00
Councilman
2
but were
00
conditions,
"jVeekij, per year
1 CO Leahy's plan adopted, the district atweekly, six months
76 torneys could meet with J.he county
kly, per quarter
5 commissioners
in Ms own county and
'ekly, per month
his assistants with those of their counties in his ditrict. No additional costs
Tits, New Mexican is the oldest or fees would be required as the diswspapsr in New Mexico. It Is sent trict attorneys, under Councilman
every postofflce In the Territory, Leahy's plan would be required to arud has a larg and growing circula- range for the pay and the expenses of
their assistants. The idea seems to be
tion among tie Intelligent and
a good one and is certainly entitled to
people of the Southwest
Mr.
careful consideration.
Leahy
should prepare a bill embodying his
views and present it at once to the
UN ON
(J(L ABEt
Council for action.

UHTfi FE HEW

A GOOD

f

pro-ressl-

THE PROPOSED PUBLIC

ROADS

LAW.

The provisions of the bill for a new
system for the maintenance and repair
of highways and public roads in the
Territory and for the construction of
new ones prepared by Councilman J.
Leahy are carefully and well thought
out. They make a radical change and
in every instance it seems one for the
better, when compared with the present inefficient and uncomprehensible
statute. Mr. Leahy in his bill provides
for the creation of three road overseers' districts and for the appointment of a road overseer in each district by the county commissioners.
These officials are to have charge of
the road work within the limits of their
respective districts and a poll tax as
now, is to be levied and work required from all able bodied citizens
and from those owning teams. The
road overseers are to work under the
direction of the county commissioners
for such times as may be required by
the latter and are to receive a salary
not to exceed five dollars per day. The
sections and in
bill contains forty-on- e
many points seems to be admirable.
Probably the greater objection to it
will be the maximum salary which will
be paid as it would seem dangerous to
give county commissioners the power
to employ three road overseers at ?5
per day for every day in the year.
Otherwise the bill looks good and its
enactment would be a vast Improvement upon the road law now in force
and which is never enforced except for
the benefit of the road overseers, who
receive $50 per annum for doing nothing.

THE LIBEL LAW WILL DO GOOD.
The yellow sheets of the Territory
are still protesting against and denouncing the provisions of the new
libel law. But the law will stand nevertheless and it will be enforced. Public sentiment favors it and the courts
will carry out its provisions and heed
public sentiment, should cases under
it arise. The dirty vituperations, the
unjust attacks and false accusations
which have been the rule of late in
the New Mexico yellow sheets, have
enactment
about
tfye
brought
of
law.
Its
the
provisions
as
are
not
strong as those
of the common law. but they will
prove strong enough to do good. Right
here, it is well to remember that a few
years ago, the editor of this paper
brought a libel suit against the Las
Vegas Optic, then under Democratic
control and procured a criminal indictment against the editor who wrote
the libelous article concerning him.
The editor was compelled to plead
guilty and was given a sufficient fine.
The civil case was compromised, the
paper paying all costs and attorney's
fees and a sum of money. The instance
did good and improved the moral tone
of the territorial press. Another ex
ample may have to be made soon
again. Should it be necessary, it will
be done, never fear, no matter how

UP TO DELEGATE RODEY.
Delegate Rodey pathetically tele
graphed Tuesday last that, although
he had done his best, statehood was
probably dead for this session.
that dispatch he also said that Arizona
will not allow the bill to come to
vote even with the Foraker amend
ment. Delegate Rodey is the man who
is the most to blame for this state
affairs. If a year ago he had paid at
tention to the desires and wishes of
the people of New Mexico and worked
lor single statehood and upon the plat
form on which he was elected by the
greatest majority any candidate for
delegate ever received, a different
state of affairs would now exist and
the chances are that the bill granting
single statehood to this Territory
would have been law but having the
swelled head and being under the
thumb of the joint statehood specula
tors and real estate boomers of Albu
querque and thinking that he had
United States Senatorship from the
joint state of Arizona In his pocket, he
threw the interests and desires of the
people of New Mexico to the winds
and went in with the gang which en
deavored to rob the people of this Ter
ritory of what is justly, equitably and
fairly theirs, namely single statehood
This
He is reaping as he sowed.
would be of but small consequence
were it not that New Mexico, also
thereby suffers.
The fight between the people and the
Standard Oil Company has commenced
in earnest. The result is not doubt
ful, and New Mexico has joined the
list, the first step having been the
passage of the bill providing for the
inspection of coal oil in this Territory,
The few corporation papers, as the
Albuquerque Journal and the like, have
bitterly opposed this measure and are
denouncing it now, but the pepole are
on top.
The Texas oil fields are petering
out. Spindle Top, near Beaumont.
which at one time had wells producing
each 10,000 barrels of oil per day does
not produce as much altogether at
present. The Sour Lake field is about
exhausted and the Batson field is nearing that point too. After all, a thou
sand square miles of fertile farms
beat anything else, be it oil, gold, steel
mills or sanitaria when it comes to
permanent growth and prosperity.

It

may be a pointer to New Mexico

local option advocates to be told that
the Texas local option law has been
made inoperative by the Texas state
court of criminal appeals which hand
ed down an opinion this week that
drummers for liquor houses outside of
Texas can solicit for and deliver liquor
in unbroken packages into Texas local
option precincts. The local option law
that will stand the test of time and
the courts has not yet been devised
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the

Buffalo, N. Y., if
they cannot show the original signature
Association,

of the individual volunteering the testimonial below, and also of the writers of
every testimonial among the thousands
which they are constantly publishing,
thus proving their genuineness.

"For about two years I suffered from a very
obstinate case of dyapepsia," writes R. E. Secord,
Esq., of 13 Eastarn Ave., Toronto, Ontario. "I
tried a great number of remedies without success. I finally lost faith in them all. I was so
far gone that I aould not for a long time bear
; felt
melancholy
any solid food in my stomach
four months ago a friend
and depressed. Some
'
recommended your Golden Medical Discovery.'
After a week's treatment I had derived so much
benefit that I continued the medicine, I have
taken three bottles and am convinced it has
in my case accomplished a permanent cure. I
can conscientiously recommend it to the thousands of dyspeptics throughout the land."

A man can succeed and be strong if
When
he heeds Nature's warnings.
.there is indigestion, loss of appetite,
ringing in the ears, dizziness, spots
the eyes or palpitation of the heart ;
any or all of these symptoms point to
Dr.
weakness and loss of nutrition.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is the
medicine to turn to.
"Golden Medical Discovery" contains
no alcohol and is entirely free from
opium, cocaine find all other narcotics.
It is strictly a temperance medicine.
"
Accept no substitute for Golden Medical Discovery." There is nothing "just
as good " for diseases of the stomach.
The Commo nSense Medical Adviser,"
1008 pages, in paper covers, is sent free
on receipt of 21 one-cestamps, to pay
expense of mailing only. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
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CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. OXIS, Proprietor.
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and
The roat conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, bath aad sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything; up to date. First-clas- s
4
Manedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men
fire-pro-

team-heate-

of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building
PLAZA AND SAM FRANCISCO STREET.

COS-NE-

SANTA FE RAILWAY SYSTEM.
hours to Los Angeles
on California Fast Mail.
Leaves Lamy 8:45 p. m, arriving
Los Angeles 6:30 a. m., 33 hours later.
This train carries both standard and
tourist sleepers. Gives the quickest
time, and best service to southern
California points.
For particulars call on or address,
W. J. BLACK,
A. J. BISHOP,
G. P. A., Topeka.
Agent Santa Fe.

atafcea

Cuisine and Table
Service Unexeall'1

Refut- -
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The Palace Hotel
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VAOOHN, PROP.
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$100 Reward, $100

The readers of this uaner will be Dleasod to
learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure in
all its stupes and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure now
Known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient strength
Dy miutiing up the constitution and assisting
nature iu doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative nowers
that they otter One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Address F, J CHEN BY CO., Tolepo O.
Sold by all Druggists. 75o.
,
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
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OF SANTA FE.
The oldest banking institution In New Mexico. Established In 1870.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

Capital $150,000.
Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.
Arizona is suffering from a spasm
much financial backing the paper ofPoisons In Food
fending may have. After all corrup of virtue. The legislature will lay the
Perhaps you don't realize that many
tion funds furnished by rotten corpora- interdict upon every form of gambling pain
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches. Loans
poisons originate in your food,
cause
tions cannot always undue the
and the mining camps will be dreary but some day you may feel a twinge of
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and colof justice.
wastes of dullness hereafter if the dyspepsia that will convince you. Dr.
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
proposed law is enforced. Even No- King's New Life Pills are guaranteed
its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
The Albuquerque board of education . gales will not be able to muster more to cure all sickness due to poisons of
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all parts of the civilized
has adopted resolutions which give a than half a dozen murders a year- - to undigested food or money back. 25c,
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
gentle warning to public school teach- its credit until this wave of virtue has at Fischer Drug Company. Try them,
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
ers of the Duke City not to attend subsided.
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month's or year's term.
AFTER THE POOR LOBBYIST.
dances, theaters and card parties. All
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
(Homestead Entry No. 6522.)
The following Jpill has been intro- that remains to be done is to put the The Albuquerque Citizen says that
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and
Notice
for
Publication.
duced In the Missouri legislature but teachers on a diet of bread and water the Albuquerque Journal Is a rotten
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is conDepartment of the Interior, Land Of
it is dollars to doughnuts that it will and to place them into a uniform of corporation hireling and the Albuquer fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 30, 1905.
sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Denot become law, at least not that kind sack cloth and ashes and there will be que Journal retaliates by saying that
posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully so
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
of a law that is made to be enforced: little danger that the Albuquerque the Citizen is a graft and boodle sheet,
licited.
,
lowing named settler has filed notice
"If any person or persons pay or offer board of education will not get all that The opinion is growing among the of
In
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intention
make
final
to
proof
to pay, or receive money or other com- is coming to it in return for paying a people that these papers are about
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no
month
for
of
a
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instance.
is
$50
this
There
in
for
or
salary
right
indirectly,
pensation, directly
proof will be made before the register
the purpose of securing the passage or nine months in the year to its peda- one to oppose their opinion of each or
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M
on
simother.
rhe reasons are obvious
defeat of any measure by the general gogues. There is nothing like the
March 15, 1905, viz.:
woman
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man
who
life
the
for
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if
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assembly,
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Felix
for
lots
the
and 3,
Ronquillo
why yot should patronize.
The cold weather and snow have SE
agents for the purpose of giving infor- teaches.
NW
NE
SW
section
mation of any action which may be
tied up 75,000 cars of freight in the
16 N, R 10 E.
That rotten corporation paper, the east and 50,000 cars in the west. This 6, T
taken by the general assembly, in orHe
names the following witnesses
der that said information may be used Albuquerque Journal, is dissatisfied is one of the losses that a hard winter to
his continuous residence up
for the purpose of securing the pass- with the provisions of the law which brings that is not often taken into con on prove
cultivation
and
of said land, viz:
of
expenses sideration but that, means more than
age or defeat of any measure by the provides for the paying
Benito Chavez, Emiterio Garcia, HiBernalillo
of
for
the
conMaintaining
jail
he
to
shall
mere
least
rail
upon
the
discomfort, at
general assembly,
lario Garcia, Manuel Sandoval, all of
viction, be fined not exceeding $5,000 County. This is up to the representa- road men and the consumer who in the Santa
Fe, N. M.
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and
or be confined in the county jail not tives from that legislative district
end must pay for the losses.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and
measure
wanted
the
county.
both
or
They
by
exceeding twelve months,
Register.
fought for it strenuously. They eviCOURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL
such fine and imprisonment."
Oklahoma has a very stringent libel
dently do not care a snap what the
law, more stringent than the new one Chamberlain's .Stomach
and Liver
Of late years the residents on the Albuquerque corporation sheet wants of
W. R. PRICE, Prop.
New Mexico.
Telephone No. M.
Yet, newspapers
for
want.
Tablets
outside
not
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The
does
Unequaled
Constipation.
people
Gila,
comparatively
although
upper
to
seem
flourish
in
the
sister
Mr. A. R. Kane, a prominent drug
territory
few in number, have felt the need of of Bernalillo County and of Albuquerana
is naving as hard a gist of Baxter Springs, Kansas, says:
a public school building. At a meeting que have very little interest in the time corruption
of it as in commonwealths
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
held last week it was found that suff- measure.
which are more lenient toward the Tablets are, in my judgment the
icient money for that purpose could not
The New Mexican as a "territorial character assassin and the profession- most ojperior preparatlo o2 anything
be raised by taxation and therefore a
in use today for constipation.
is doing the people great al newspaper blackmailer.
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They
subscription list was opened. At the
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are
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and
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a few days $1,000 had been secured in forty years and Providence willing will
Emperor Nicholas, the II., stays cy to nauseate or gripe. For sale by
so
a
to
all
for
be
continue
many long year, close at home. He cannot be blamed
druggists.
addition to the offer from five persons
who each promised to donate two except that "territorial Institution" He does not care to expose himself
Supplies for Notaries Public for sale
acres of land favorably located for a will be changed to "state institution," to the fate of his uncle, Grand Duke
site for the new school building. When when the proper time arrives. The Serglus, and be blown to pieces. In by the New Mexican Printing Com'
one remembers that these people are people here know when they are well his case, discretion is the better part pany.
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off and are more level headed and sen of valor.
by no means wealthy, then so much
CROUP.
greater the credit to a handful of New sible than such papers as the Albu
Best ef Ref essice Otoe as s HKBAXJO
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Mexico citizens who are willing to dig querque Journal controlled absolutely
In speaking of a revival, the Artesia Begins with the symptoms of a comInto their pockets to erect a substan- and solely by corporation interests, Advocate says: "Despite the cold and mon cold; there is chilliness, sneezing,
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141,
tial public school building for their give them credit for.
snow,' seven souls were saved." Wheth sore throat, hot skin, quick pulse,
hoarseness and Impeded respiration
children.
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Ballard a
Crown Prince Fredrich Wilhelm and then the New Mexican never com Give fraquent small doses
Horehound Syrup, (the child will cry
An American concern will build in his fiancee are having the same lov- ments upon religious topics.
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apply frequently Ballard's
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Snow Liniment to tne throat.
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Mrs. A. Vllet, New Castle, Colo.,
SerNew Mexico. The Reclamation
youthful foolishness make the whole men generally should bear In mind
vice promises to bring under ditch world akin.
writes, Marcl 19, 1901: "I think Balthat the bindery of the New Mexican lard's Horehound Syrup a .wonderful
760,000 acres of land In New Mexico
Printing Company manufactures the remedy, and so pleasant" 25c, 60c
during the next ten years and 500,000
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, February 24, 1905.

HOUSE BILL

BanK Rloney Oraers

P.

97.

The Special Attention of the Public is
Called to the Money Orders
Issued by the

Introduced by Hon.13. G. Lynch, Feb. Kith, 1905; read first and second time
by title, ordered translated, printed, and referred to Committee on Rords and Highways.

First lalional Bank

AN ACT
Eight of Council Bill No. 19, Enacted by the 36th Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico.

New MesScaja

To Repeal Section

OF SANTA FE.

Bankers" Asnocia
On the American
tion Form, and drawn on the First
National Bank of New York. In addition to the responsibility of the issuing bank, their payment is guaranteed
by the American Surety Company of
New York, a large and responsible
Surety Company, with a capital of two
and a half million dollars. All the
banks throughout
the entire United
States making use of these forms,
cash these orders without charge, and
they will be received at par by all
merchants and dealers throughout the
country. For remitting small amounts
of money by mail they are cheaper
than, and as convenient as either
postoffice or express money orders.
They are sold at the following rates:
3 cents
For sums not over $5
For sums over $5 and not over
5 cents
$10
For sums over $10 and not
10 cents
over $25
SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Time Table.
1 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe
8:10 p. m.
Arrive Torrance
8:30 p. m.
Leave Torrance.. ,
8:40 p. m.
Arrive Kansas City
Arrive St. Louis ..7:55 a. m. 2d Day
12 noon 2d Day
Arrive Chicago
1 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe
8:10 p. m.
Arrive Torrance. . ,
11:12 p. m.
Leave Torrance
6:07 a. m. 1st Day
Arrive El Paso
Place your ads in the New Mexican
and get customers.
urns,
Are instantly relieved, and perfectly
!.
healed by Buc1 ' n's A nica Salve.
Rivenbark, Jr., of Norfolk, Va., writes,
"I burnt my knee dreadfully; that It
blistered it all over. Bucklen's Arnica
aled it
Salve stopped the ain, n.
Also heals all
without a scar."
wounds and sores. 25c at Fisc' r
Drug Co.
Agonizing

Read the New Mesxican and get all
the latest and best news.
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it Enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico:
Section 1. That Section 8 of Council Bill No. 19 of the 36th Legislative
Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico, entitled an act empowering cities and towns to build street crossings and to assess the cost thereof
Be

Co

against property owners is hereby repealed.
Sec. 2. This act shall be in full force and effect from and after its
--

UBLISHERS

passage.

HOUSE BILL U0. 100.
Introduced by Hon. Carl A. Dalies, Feb. 21st, 1905; read first and second
time by title, ordered translated, printed, and referred to Committee on Counties and County Lines.

AN ACT
Referring to the Salaries of County Commissioners of the Counties of the
Second and the Third Class.
it Enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico:
Section 1. That Chapter 25 of the Session Laws of 1899 of the Territory of New Mexico being "An Act to amend section 5, 8, 13 and 4 of an act
entitled "An Act to provide for the compensation of County officers and for
other purposes," approved March 18th, 1897, he amended as follows:
In the sixth line of section 3 strike out the words "In Counties of the
second class $300.00 per annum;" and insert in lieu thereof, "In Counties
of the second class 400.00;" In the seventh line of section 3 strike out the
words "In Counties of the third class $200. per annum," and insert in lieu
thereof, "In Counties of the third class $300.00."
Sec. 2. This act shall be in force and effect from and after its passage
and all laws in conflict herewith are hereby repealed.

HOUSE BILL NO. 101.
Introduced by Hon. Cristobal Sanchez, February 21, 1905; read first and
cond time by title, ordered translated, and printed and referred
to Committee on Territorial Affairs.
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Dates of
Prcsldont Roosevelt.
1 and 3
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28th,
sale,
Return limit Mar. 18th. Agents
will give particulars

Santa Fe
For Your

LIFE, ACCIDENT or
HEALTH Insarance
Your

SURETY of COURT
BONDS,
As well as Your

FIRE INSURANCE
Go to . . .
THE HANNA

INSURANCE

AGENCY
'Phone No. 66.
Cor. Washington and Palace Avenues

In cases of murder or other felony, when the person or
cuspersons accused of the crime shall have eluded arrest or escape from
tody, or for any other reason shall be at large, and the sheriff of the county
in which the crime was committed and the judge holding the District Court
in said county, shall certify to the Governor that in their judgment it is necessary to secure the aprehension of the accused persons, that a reward
should be offered for such arrest. Then in that case the Governor of the
Territory shall be authorized to issue his proclamation offering such reward
for the aprehension and delivery of the accused as he shall deem requisite
and necessary, not to exceed in any one case two hundred and fifty dollars
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it Enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New Mexico:

ffemingtoh

Low Rate Spring Trips
To Stmny California
I
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t
the provisions of the
effect
into
Sec. 2. For the purpose of carrying
above section, there is hereby appropriated payable out of the miscellaneous
fund of the Territory, the sum of five thousand ($5,000.00) dollars, in each
'
fiscal year, and the Auditor of public accounts is directed to draw his war-

can

Yoti

I
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I
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anv

California

to

go

between March

Aslm

and May J 5th for
$25.00, a little more than
1st

half fare one way.

($250.00).

h. s.

Lutz, Ticket Agent
T. &. S. F. Ry.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

A.

Travel comfortably in tourist
Pullman or chair car
Anunusual opportunity to inspect California farm lands.

rant against said fund on the Territorial Treasurer in favor of the person
entitled to such reward upon his presentation of his account therefor, duly
verified and approved, and ordered paid by the Governor.
Sec. 3. For the purpose of defraying the expenses of executing reUnion
quisitions upon the governors of other states and territories of the
and extraditions upon the authorities of foreign governments, as now provided by laws of the United States, and of this Territory, for the rendition
and extradition of criminals escaped from this Territory the sum of two
thousand ($2,000) dollars annually is hereby appropriated, payable out of the
miscelaneous fund of the Territory upon warrants drawn by the Auditor
upon the Territorial Treasurer, after such accounts shall have been presented, itemized and verified by the claimant to the Governor of the Terri
law.
tory, and approved by him, and ordered to be paid as now provided by
Sec. 4. All laws and parts of laws in conflict herewith are hereby refrom
pealed and this law shall take effect and be in force after thirty days
its approval by the Governor.
.
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Papers

Daily

ALL PERIODICALS

.

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. JACOB WELTMER .

. I

PERSONAL

IOTI0N

A. T.

Rogers, Jr., young attorney of
the Meadow City, was in the Capital
today on. court business.
A. B. McMillan, Albuaueraue attor
ney, was here today on business before the Territorial Supreme Court.
George Arnott, manager of a mercantile establishment In Albuquerque,
is in town Interested in legislative

matters.

Mb

PLAN IMPORTANT
PUBLIC MEETING

Judge A. J. Abbott, United States
attorney for the Pueblo Indians, was
at Albuquerque yesterday on legal

Historical Society's Members and Its
Friends to Meet Monday Evening at the Capitol.

CA.P'TT.A.Xj

at the

coal yard

0OA.Hi

CORD WOOD

and

!

&

1903

1

Sale
Bargains For Everybody
Goods At Less Than Cost

CELESTIALS

COROpDO CAFE

INCORPORATED

1856

Annual
Kummage

USE FOR

!

ESTABLISHED

SeligmanBros.Co.

The public meeting of the New MexSociety to be held next
Monday evening in the Capitol, bids
fair to be one of much interests.
Among other features will be the
following: Address by Judge A. J.
Abbott on "The Pueblo Indians, Their
Ancient Government and Objections
to the Burden of Citizenship;" Hon.
Nestor Montoya, "The Navaho Squaw's
Promise;" Mrs. W. H. Bartlett, "The
Chaleco Dance of the Zuni Indians;"
Hon. Carl A. Dalies, Hon. Amado
Chaves and others on the life of
Colonel J. Francisco Chaves.
R. E. Twitchell and Hon. Amado
Chaves on subjects of their selection.
President Prince will speak on the recent acquisitions of the society, including the Vigil papers. A number
of members of the legislature have
promised to be present and address
the meeting.
The meeting is open to every one
and the public generally is invited to
attend. The society will be glad to re
ceive new members.
ico Historical

business.
W. R. Forbes, deputy U. S. marshal.
arrived from Albuquerque last night
and looked after official business while
in the city today.
MONERO
and
CERRILLOS
A. J. Weip, a merchant of Del Norte,
BITUMINOUS
ANTHRACITE
Colorado, accompanied by his wife,
spent today in Santa Fe en route from
a trip to Texas.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Representative H. H. Howard left
We want to call your attention to the superior qualitv of -r
last
evening for San Marclal and Dem
Is
from
bone.
and
free
which
dirt
IUMP COAI,,
screened,
ing. Mr. Howard will return to the
Capital City Monday.
FIRE WOOD
subscription and
Wiley Buchanan,
KINDLING
Cut any size desired
advertising agent of the Denver Re
nublican. was in town yesterday on
All orders will receive prompt and careful attention.
business for his paper.
8.1
'PHONE NO,
OFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot
Valentine Herbert for many years a NO
a?
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
resident of Santa Fe has returned to
Albuquerque from the Soldiers' Home
at Santa Monica, California.
Dr. W. R. Tipton of Las Vegas, who
Eieht Chinamen who intended to
spent yesterday in the city on profes sneak across the
boundary from Mex
in
sional business, left for his home
ico and make their way to points in
the Meadow City this morning.
New Mexico, were caught in the act at
'
OPE1T X5.2S.-S- r --S.0STX3 KTIO-HGeorge E. Ellis, proprietor of the El Paso. Texas. The Rio Grande is
Claire Hotel, who has been in Denver somewhat swollen and the Celestial
Best 25c meal la the city. First Class Service, Evrythlng neat and clean.
the past two weeks on business, is ex in trying to swim across the stream
Everything in Season. Kansas City Meats. Short Orders
pected to arrive home this evening,
met with unexpected delay that was
Served any time Day and Night.
United States Attorney W. B. Chil- - their undoing. Federal officials arders was an arrival from Albuquerque rested them and took their photo
G. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor
last night and represented the United graphs. They will be sent to San
States at the session of the Supreme Francisco for deportation. The prison
254 San Francisco Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store.
Court today.
ers had arrived from China only re
Neill B. Field, attorney for the Cale cently and there was wild consterna
donian Coal Company, of Gallup, was tion among them when they were com
in town today on business before the pelled to face the camera which they
Supreme Court. He will probably re thought was some deadly instrument,
turn to Albuquerque tonight.
F. A. Hubbell, county treasurer of
Bernalillo County, is registered at the
Dealer In
Palace, from Albuquerque. Mr. Hub
to watch legislative pro
Furniture. Queensware, Outtlery, Tinware. bell likesas a matter
of pleasure.
ceedings
Stoves and Eanges.
At the banquet tendered Colonel W,
George F. Albright, assessor of BerGoods of All Kinds Sold or nalillo County, came up from Albuquer C. Greene, the Arizona copper king, at
Household
eve
que yesterday to attend the memorial El Paso, Texas, on Wednesday
Easy Payments- exercises for the late Colonel J. Fran ning. gold pieces were pelted at the
co Chaves by the Assembly today.
waiters and toward midnight the rev
Buy and Sell all kinds of Second EacdGoom
Associate Justice Edward A. Mann, elry reached a high pitch. Whenever
Frames and Mouldings of Alamogordo, arrived last evening, the band stopped playing Colonel
WenaKiiig ann EmDaiming Picture Made to Order.
coming by way of Albuquerque where Greene and his friends sang jolly
he spent a day. He is here to attend songs and kept time with their feet.
Chas. Wagner Licensed Einbaliner
the session of the Territorial Supreme The banquet was one of the most ex
Residence 'Phone No. i.
Telephone No. 10 San Francisco Street. Court.
pensive ever given at El Paso.
Miss Mattie Williams of Coal Creek
It Is an admitted fact that real es
Montana, has been appointed seam
stress at the United States Indian In tate, financial men and merchants all
and say that quickest and best results are
dustrial School at Albuquerque
arrived there this week to take up her obtained by advertising In the "New
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Mexican."
duties.
KOSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Hon. Pedro Perea,
to
THE MILITARY SCHOOI, OF NEW MEXICO
Congress, was here today from BerEstablished and Supported by the Territory.
nalillo for the purpose of attending the
memorial exercises held for the late
Coof
all
Eastern
Standard
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, graduates
Colonel J. Franco Chaves by the Coun
lleges. New buddings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comcil of the Legislative Assembly.
all conveniences.
baths, watsr-workplete; steam-heateB. G. Wilson, representing the Con8300 per session. Session is
TUITION, BOARD and I,AUNDRY,
tinental Oil Company in New Mexico,
'
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
is in the city from Las Vegas on busi
ROSWEUV Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
ness before the legislature. He is ac
companied on this trip by Mrs. Wilson
and they are stopping at the Palace.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, It. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
and E. A. Cahoon
C. D. Case, of Mesilla Park arrived
Dally, from March 1st to May
COL. J. W. WIL1S0N, Supt.
For particulars address
in the city yesterday and has taken a
position with the editorial force of the
15th, second class colonist tick
New Mexican. Mr. Case has been
resident of Dona Ana County for sev
ets will be sold as follows:
eral years and is a trained newspaper
man.
THERE IS NOTHING TIKE'
Dr. G. W. Harrison of Albuquerque,
Billings, Livingston, Butte, Garpresident of the territorial board of
health, has been here several days
rison, Helena, Missoula, Poca-telllooking after legislative matters. It
seems, that the medicos desire the
HOUSEHOLD LACQUER
original lustre and tone to old worn, scratched present law regulating the practice of
and Silver Bow, $32; SpoFOR restoring
and faded furniture, woodwork and floors.
medicine amended.
over
wears
dries
and
like
LACQUERET
rawhide. It will
night
Representative B. G. Lynch went to
not fade, turn white or crack.
kane and Walla Walla $34.50;
Las Vegas this morning to meet Mrs.
LACQUERET is all right in everyway for everything. A child
van apply it.
who
from
returned
Lynch,
yesterday
LACOUERET Is sold In convenient nackaires reatfv fnr
In
a lengthy visit to relatives in Pueblo,
Light Oak, Dark Oak, Mahogany, Cherry, Walnut, Rosewood,
Ashland, Tacoma, Seattle and
Rich Red, Moss Green, and "Clear". It Is TRANSLUCENT, nun. Colorado. He will return to the city
fading, brilliant and durable
of merit to
in
points
superior
ses
to
be present at the
Sunday night
anything on the market.
Portland, $37,
sion Monday forenoon.
Aak for Color Card and instructive booklat
"THE DAINTY DECORATOR.'
Superintendent Hibbard of the San
ta Fe's coast lines, after spending
FOR SALE BY
Wednesday at Albuquerque, left yes
terday on his return trip to Los Ange
les accompanied by Division Superintendent E. J. Gibson and Mr. and Mrs. RICH OX P00 YOU RIID TIETH
N. Cotton of Gallup.
No one, old enough to know better, should
Major Frederick Muller, receiver of be neglectful of that most vital and useful
the U. S. land office here, left this organ of the human system the teeth the
morning for Washington, D. C, to at- very guards to the gateway of health.
tend the inauguration ceremonies on
March fourth, as one of the escort of
Roosevelt's
of
thirty
Rough Riders. At Lamy he was joined
TOOTH POWDER
by Captain W. E. Dame of Albuquerque, and by Major J. H. McCHntock, should be found on the toilet table of every
of Phoenix, Arizona, who are going to one, be he rich or
poor. It will not tarnish
Washington for the same purpose.
gold work nor scratch the enamel. A perSanta Fe, N. M
San.Francisco'St.
fect dentifrice the one for you.

Can be obtained

AT

la

PHONE

P. O. BOX aig.

RESTURAIT

"Tfte Lowest Priced House In me City

36.

Ms"

for Hue

T

Chas. Wagne Furniture Co.

Fresh Flowers all the Tirhe!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Sfeet, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

..mm

COPPER KINO'S

Telephone No

r

SANTA FE

Ml IB

n. sure

OOZODONT

Paints. Oils. Varnishes,
Brushes, Glass, Etc.

226

Advertise your business.

It

pays.

3 FORMS: LIQUID,

POWDER PASTE,

DECORATIONS

f

11

9

P. O. Box 457

J

"Telephone No. 26.

San Francisco Street.

WHOLKSALE AJsl) VKTAIL DEALERS

a

IS

Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Flout, Hay and Grain.
We now have a full line of

Monarch Canned Goods, Fancy Corn
Asparagus, Mince Meat, Etc.

Peas,

A full line of

Richelieu Canned Goods

&

Richelieu Coffee

Also a full line of

Curtice Bros.' Blue Label Canned Goods and
Their Celebrated Preserves.
Will have

everything for

DINNER EVERY DAY
Such as

Turkeys, Geese, Duckb, Chickens, Booth's Fresh Oysters, Fresh
Shrimps, Celery, lettuce, Radishes. In; Fruit: Naval Oranges, Apples, Bananas, Imported Malaga Grapes, California Grapes, Strawberries, Fancy Imported and
California Figs. Nuts and Candies, Etc., Etc.

THE OLD CURIO STORE
t

M

r?
M

J.
801

8. CANDELARIO
San Francisco St.

Indian and qexican Curios
Our stock Is the largest in the city and we are
adding goods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
After you have visited other stores and obtained
price, call on us and get our

We are here to stay. We are not closing out
stock, but increasing it every day. This is the
oldest established native curio store in Santa Fe.
business and you will always find ns at
, 0. BOX 348 We like the
the OIrD 8TAND ready to please you.
The beat place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, ah
Relies from the Cliff Dwellings. Beauti ul Mexican Drawn Work, Box 846

SMOKERS, THIS "WILL INTEREST YOU!

Domestic Cigars
The Finest Line of Clear Havana
and
SANTA FE.
EVER SHOWN.
IRELAIWS 'PHARMACY
IN

m

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

RATES TO THE
NORTHWEST

sea-levo-

FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
FLORAL DESIGNS

COLONIST

s,

r"T

WEDDING BOUQUETS

HUGE EVENING

d,

fresh Fruits in Season!

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, February 24, $905.
the city administration is to blame
and secondly, of course, the property
owners. Were no one else injured, this
would not matter much. But as such
occurrences are bad for the general
good of the town and keep travelers,
tourists and healthseekers away it is
a bad condition, which should be remedied promptly. This is very likely too
much to ask for under the present city
government, which it is claimed, is
reform from away back. The dis
graceful condition of the streets seems
to prove this claim.

5

ily

HOB

CITY TOPICS

Fine Santa Fe weather is again
itself.

Today was as nice

a

spring day as could be desired.
Santa Fe lodge No. 2, I. 0. O. F..
will meet this evening in regular
weekly meeting at 7:30 o'clock at Odd
.

Cutlery

If you want to see fine novelties in Pocket Cutlery, look over our new line, just in. Also our rew
line of Razors

Silver Ware.

Fellows' Hall on San Francisco Street.
Miss Jessie Richardson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Richardson, of
Alamogordo, was married at the homo
of her parents, on Monday evening to
Frederick Lloyd.
On Monday evening last a reception
The Las Vegas Daily Optic of last
was given to the Right Rev. J. M.
bishop of the Episcopal church evening makes note of the withdrawal
of New Mexico and Arizona at the; of L. R. Allen from the Optic Company
home of H. J. Anderson at Alamo- of which he has been the business
manager, his interest having been pur
gordo.
The Santa Fe Hook and Ladder Com- chased by several Republicans of
pany cleared quite a neat sum at prominence.
An Interesting Article.
their dance at the opera house on
Will C. Barnes, secretary of the
conWINS
Wednesday night and the boys
2
CUTICUBA
Territorial Cattle Sanitary Board, has
V
template another dance in the near a very
interesting article in the last
future.
number of the Breeders' Gazette upon
It Is likely that the Masons will a topic of much interest to
cattlemen,
meet for the time being in Odd Fel- that of the secession of the American
lows' Hall, if a dispensation from the Live Stock Association from the Nagrand master can be obtained until ar tional Livestock Association.
rangements for a new Masonic Hall
Las Vegas Lady Dies.
can be made.
Mrs. W. F. Sparks died at Las
Theodore Roosevelt Armijo, the twc
after a lengthy illness. The funeryear old son of Mr. and Mrs. George "W, al was held this afternoon.
Armijo, was suddenly overcome yester
Divorce After Twelve Years.
day with convulsions and was for sev
Celso Avila seeks for a divorce from
eral hours near death's door. The lit his wife Refugia' Aragon de Avila, suit Assisted fcy CUTICURA Ointtie one is still a very sick child.
having been brought in the District ment, greatest of emollient skin
Train No. 10 on the Santa Fe was Court for San Miguel County. They cures, is of priceless value for
several hours late today and the were married a little over four years preserving, purifying, and beautibranch train that made connections at ago. Similarly, Rosana Farin de Mon
fying the skin, lot cleansing the
Lamy did not leave here until 1 toya seeks to have the bonds of matri
of crusts, scales, and danscalp
o'clock. Train No. 2 was reported sev- mony dissolved that tie her to Lisan- and
the stopping of falling
rtro
druff,
she
whom
married
eral hours late and will not arrive un
Montoya,
twelve years ago.
til this evening.
hair, for softening, whitening, and
Popular Girl to Wed.
Tucumcari is to have, a second na
soothing red, rough, and sore
Miss Lena Varela, daughter of
tional bank to be known as the Quay
hands, for baby rashes and chaf-ing- s,
Varela. of Las Vegas, and Ray- County National Bank. The capitali
for annoying ulcerations and
zation is to be $25,000 and the bank mundo Romero, "son of Eugenio Ro
and many sanawill open its doors on June 20 for bus mero, collector and treasurer of San inflammations,
to
in
are
be
married
tive,
Miguel
County,
antiseptic purposes which
iness. S. C. Pandolfo, formerly of Las
the near future.
readily suggest themselves to woCruces, will probably be the cashier,
Visiting Churchmen.
as well as for all purposes of
Yesterday one of the fine horses
Pinto of the Jesuits at El men,
Father
owned by Julius Gerdes was severely Paso and Father Brunner also of the the toilet, bath, and nursery.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chen. Corp,.
kicked on the shoulder
by another Jesuits of
Sole Fropn,, boston.
who are occasion
horse in the stable. A wound several al visitors Trinidad,
Semi tot " liow to Preserve, Purify, and Beautify,"
or
to Santa Fe, are at Las Ve
inches In length on the animal's shoul
for a few days visiting the Jesuit
gas
der, was sewed up by W. H. Kerr and brethren in that
city.
MARKET REPORT.
it is not believed that the horse will
Rev. A. P. Morrison, of El Paso, su
suffer any permanent injury.
missions
perintendent of the English
MONEY AND METAI
Many persons who yesterday made of the Methodist Episcopal Church, is
NeYork
February 24. Monov oi:
unfavorable comments on the condi at Las Vegas holding quarterly
3
(jail firm 1
per cent. Prime
tion of San Francisco Street between
a IX
mercantile paper 3
percent.
simthe plaza and Don Gaspar Avenue
Sllvor G0.
New Vork, February 24
ply did not understand. You see it is
Lead and
OFFICIAL MATTERS
to be paved with asphalt and what the
copper quiet and unchanged.
GRAIN.
people thought a lake of mud was
Articles of Incorporation.
merely the cement which hadn't dried.
Chicago, February 24
loe, Wheal,
The New Mexico Irrigated Lands May, 113; July, 10(HV!
Carry the news to Mayor Gibson.
Corn, Feb. 45 i May. 47.
There's no accounting for tastes. Company; the incorporators are: ErnOats, Feb. 30; May, 31tf.
Last week a woman who is traveling est G. Miller and Fred E. Coe, of DenPORK, LARD AND KiBfc.
in the west with her husband issued a ver, and G. Hill Howard, of Espanola.
I'ork. Feb. 812 35; Mav S12 55.
final decree against EI Paso on ac- The objects of the incorporators are to
Lard. Feb. 86.70; May 6.97J.
count of the altitude, saying it was so conduct a general irrigation business,
Ribs, Feb. $0.50; May, SO &2.
could not live including the buying and selling of
high she positively
WOOL MARKET.
there. They came to Santa Fe at her lands, building dykes and ditches and
tit. Limits. Mn I ebruary 24
Wool,
urgent solicitation and she says this doing all other things relative to the
altitude pleases her exactly and Is not proper conduction of such a business. steady and unchanged.
The business will be carried bn in Rio
Territory and wusiern medium, 21 (a
a bit too steep.
Arriba County. The term Jf exist- 22 fine medium, 17 ( 18: fine, 16
17. '
At 7:30 o'clock this morning an ence ps
named In the articles of inSTOCK MARKETS.
alarm of fire was turned in from the
"s
M
and
the
princiyears
Masonic Hall. The fire which had corporationof business
New
York
February 24. Closing stuck
Is Espanola. The
pal place
Atchisoii 89; pfii., lo'ili, New York
been smouldering in the building since
of
consists
2,000,000
stock
IW4'
Central,
the blaze of last Sunday had broken capital
155; Pennsylvania,
shares of the par value of $1 each.
Union Pacific,
out afresh under the stairway and The directors are named as the officers Southern Pacific,U.69J4";
S. Steel, 34
pfd.. 100;
gained considerable headway, but was of the corporation for the first three 135;Amalgamated Copper, 1C. pfd.,
94;
soon extinguished.
However, had it months.
I IVE 8TOCK.
started in the middle of the night the
Public Funds Received.
Mo. February 24.
tut t
Kaunas
Oily,
result might have been disastrous.
The following public funds have receipts 2,000 including 10U southerns;
There is a small lake of beautiful been received in the office of Territo- - market steady.
5.05. South
Native steers, S3 75 g
lal Treasurer J. H. Vaughn:
mud in front of the Wheelock proper3 25
S5 50; - S.iuther'
eru
steers.
col
gi
treasurer
and
no
Is
Palmer
on
Avenue.
There
Ketner,
Palace
ty
S3. 50; native cows and
sidewalk there and the people who re- lector of McKinley County, taxes 1904, cows, 82 25
81.75 (til 84.50, Stoekers auo
heifers,
side in that house are compelled 'to $829.49.
81.30; bulls, 552.50 (3
feeders, 83.00
wade through thirty or forty feeT"of
80.75; western fed
83.75; calves, 83.00
THE BEST WORK.
85 25; western fed cows,
the finest of mud to reach the pavesteer9, 83.50
84.15.
The New Mexican Printing Com 83.00
ment. Had the city administration
Sheep receipts 3,000 steady.
enforced the ordinance compelling pany makes a specialty of printing
Muttons, 84 85 (g 85 90 lamb, 87 00
property owners on Palace Avenue to business ' circulars of all kinds In the
87.90, Range wethers, K5 25 f? 80 90;
of
lowest
The
have
as
should
it
Spanish language.
put down sidewalks
fed Ewes, 84 85
85 CO.
done and had it not made exceptions prices compatible with good work are
24.
Cauh receipts
Fenruary
Chicago
to favor a few property owners who charged and the work is done satisfac- 30,000, market steady.
in
all respects. If you have any
Uooa to prim i.wrn. P5 75 r 80 15;
are able to put down sidewalks, but torily
would not do so, this state of affairs of that class of printing, bring it to poor to medium, S.5.00 (it 85 65; slacken
fa
and feeders, 83 50 84 40; coats,
would not exist on that street. Prlmar- - this office.
84 50; heifers, 82.00 (rp 85.00; canner
84 25:
81,35
8375; bi.lls. 82 00
calves, 83 50 (it $7.75.
Sheep receipts 8,000 steady.
Do
j
Good to choice wettiers, 85 00 00-085.35;
fair to choice mixed, 84.50
Can't do it? Haven't enough hair? It must be you do not
western sheep, 84.75 t 86 00; native
know Ayer's Hair Vigor. Here's an introduction ! May the
lamh, 80.00 fa 88 00; western lamb?,

ALLAN LEAVES
LAS VEGAS OPTIC

We have Rogers Celebrated Table Ware.

Buying direct from the factory, we have induce- ments to offer in manicure Sets, Nut Cracks and
Picks, and other useful goods.

lyiVlylllu)

Watches.

Ken-dric-

line of Ingersoll and
Thomas
Seth
Watches, from $1 up- They are useful and the boys and girls will appreciate them. Not

We have a

wards
many left,

Furniture.

f

We can supply you with most anything in the line Sideboards, Buffets, China Closets, Music Cabinets, Folding Beds, Dining Chairs, Tables,
fine line of Rockers. Also children's Rockers and Chairs.
e have a real Farm wagon, miniature size; also Boy's Steel Wagons
WagOllS.
i ncycies, etc., etc.
make yu a low Price on tnese goods to close
Beautiful Lamps. We
stock. Also 20 patterns Toilet Sets.
Do not delay your purchase until the last, Best come now

Ve-ga- s

Si

fltppuppfijjor
Guns for Boys and Bear Hunters.

.

--

81-3-

you pin your hat to your own hair?

of rich, thick, glossy
acquaintance result in a heavy
.... growtht
J.n.ATMCa..
ne
never
Lowell, Trfaeo.
gray.
hair! And we know you will

86 00

88.00.

U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for Kew Mexico and Colorado:

Manufacturers

Fiiie

of

Havana and domestic

Havana Brands,
DEFENDER,

dips

Domestic Brands,
PRIDE OF SANTA FE,
AND
GOLD SEAL,

COLOMBO,
CUBAN PLANTATION,

WHOLESALERS
,

Factory

235

Washington

Avenue.

O

Bargains yet on for
Winter

at

liliinery,

PJiss A.

NT

LIT

Fine Line of new rurmture,
Queensware, Etc,

And will be pleased to show you through our establishment.
& & & Goods sold on easy payments &
j&

Fug-ler'- s

Pillinery and
JMion Store, Southeast Corner Plaza.

All

It! Tf l!
si

)

"di.

ua.

m

c. a.wMy
ii

kinds of Second

Hand HouseholdGoods
0

--

A

CURES CATARRHAL DEAFNESS

8 Fine Picture Molding,
Matting, etc.

Call and see his new
line of Iron Beds at
very low price.

One Week's Use of Hyomel Did More
Six Months' Treatment By
, Than

Specialists.
In the treatment of deafness which
MANUNACTURER OP
a result of catarrh Hyomei
acts almost immediately upon the in
DEALER
flamed membrane and the hearing be
exican Filigree
A
once.
to
at
few
return
days' Watches, Clock Jewelry
gins
treatment will bring relief, and In
three or four weeks, according to the
and Hani PainteJ Qua.
severity of the case, a cure will be ac
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
complished.
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Miss Meeks of Mattewan, N. T.,
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
says:
"Hyomei is truly wonderful. I
have used it but a short Jime and see
a great change in my condition. My
hearing is improving rapidly, and I had
no idea I would improve so rapidly in
so short a time. My breath which was
so offensive to myself and others, has
lost its bad odor entirely, I have
spent a great deal of money with
OFFICE CLAIRE HOTEL.
specialists and can truly say
is
treatment
six
months
of
their
that
not equal to one month of Hyomei."
A. C. Ireland is selling Hyomei upon the usual plan of agreeing to return the money if the medicine does
not cure.
A complete outfit costs only $1.00
and consists of an inhaler that can be
carried in the vest pocket, a medicine
dropper and a bottle of Hyomei. The
inhaler will last a lifetime and there
is enough Hyomei for several weeks'
Additional
bottles of
treatment.
1
Hyomei can be procured for 50 cents.
Compare this small expense with the
Goods. I
fees charged by specialists and then
remember that if Hyomei does not
Wool Fascure A. C. Ireland will refund your
'
money.
La-

H. C. Yontz

is often

in

JEWELRY
In-

E. G. KANAUER,

cat-tarr- h

Real Estate and Stock Broker

Special Sale

"GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE."
"Uncle Sam's" guarantee goes with
Yesterday the thermometer registered every bottle of whisky sold at the
as follows: Max mum temperature, 40 "Club." Goods bought in bond only.
degrees, at 3 p. in.: minimum, 34 None better at any place or at any
mean
The
7. a. m.
degrees, at
temperature for the 24 hours was 40 de- price.
grees Relative humldttv. I' 4 per cect.
"DO YOU KNOW."
Precipitation, 0 31 of an inch.
31
is that no one wants
a.
6:00
The
in.
at
roilav,
supposition
Temperature
degree.
poor whiskey any more than they do
poor coffee or ten., yet they purchase It
"THE CLUB."
not knowing the difference. The best
resort for gentlemen. The costs no more. We handle bonded
"THE CLUB."
best goods money can buy purity goods exclusively.
Fine
guaranteed by your "Uncle-Sam.business. It pays.
Advertise
Cigars and Tobacco.

Fair toi.ight and Sa'urda.

BF(EJIJIAJI is GAJITJilER,

DAVID

Don't overlook the

Gre-gori-

-

Come early.

must make place for Spring and
have a fine line
Summer
of Ladies' Winter Hats,
cinators. Cloaks, Plush Caps,
dies Waists, Blouses and Skirts.
Gents' and 'Children's Overcsats,
Sweaters. Heavy Underwear and
Woolen Shirts, Etc.. Etc.

COME AT ONCE

MRS.

"

JOHN

K0URY

EA8T 8IDE PLAZA, CATRON BLOCK.

SWEETS FOR YOUR SWEET

When Buying Candy Why Not Buy the Best
IRELAND'S PHARMAO
SALE

AGENCY

FOR

HUYLER'S

AND

GUNTHER'S

CANDIES

!

Santa Fe New Mestcia, FrUif, Febrciary 24, J905.
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LEADS THE WORL

MINES

Ml

1

Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat
"ft
Wyfrf
lS.Wi.tCA7'

(Qa

.

&

Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extract
A oook book
76 excellent receipts for using the Food mailed free to any address.

containing

Prepared by

PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago, III.

Texas

...

Pacific Railway

&

Sierra County.
MAX. FROST,
Nun Mi. n TuuKVel Thur Frl
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At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton
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Jewelry Manufacturing Co.
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Sixteen to One and the Hutchison intermediate points via 6 oher the stand and construction work of all klndi
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(Continued on Page Seven.)
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is rapidly gaining a reputation for being the most nutritious, wholesome and best
preparation in their line. The name of "DR. PRICK" on any food product is a
guarantee of its being perfect in structure and quality.

3fy eignature on
every package- -

February. 1905

1905

erupTI0N5

WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

Nutritious

PROFESSIONAL CARPS

MINING.

Attorneys at Law.

Dr. V. C. Price, of Chicago, is the acknowledged leader of the world in the manufac- tura of pure food products. Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts, used in millions of homes, have stood the test for purity and excellence
for nearly half a century. His recent production,
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CHARLES W. DUDROW.
&

J& J&

Kinds of Building Material.

AID STOVE

CORD

DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

EXTRA

WOOD

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything

--

9--

j?
LUMBER SASH - DOORS
All
J& J&

Santa Fe Central Rail'y

2--

ely

e

that la Movable.

.

Pr.ore

Branch Office and Yards

35 Santa Fe

Cerrillos.N

V

.

J j

Whmm Test Coma

THE

t

Albucraarfve

ZEIGER

QUICKEL

dob

fca

C&.

Doat

.

Forg-e-t

CAFE

BOTHE, Proprietors.

Room mad Billiard Hall Attached.

(

Corner Railroad Atiju sad Second Street
i
NEW MEXICO
i ALBUQUERQUE

Jt)os?AvtulHcadacbes
Are sure Indications of soma form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a Daa liver, malaria win
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
don'ttake calomel or q'linine both are dangerous

HEROINE

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs in perfect condi-

'

PJQPL

TUB

DiaCK-head-

by FISCHER

DRUG CO.,

8anti

Makes this suggestion to

--a

CAN0V CATHARTIC

Advertise your business.

T

SPECIALTY

AND

Developing and

www, wviwu,
rimmi,
Never
Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 86c, Hp. Never
old In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped OOO.
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
rainsauio, jrvsoiiv.

Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. S9S
AXXUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

:

PIaa Studio

CURE the LUNGS

Br. King's
Now Discovery

Finishing

Kodak Work to Order

pays.

WITH

YOU

IS TO PLEASE

It

KILLthe COUGH

VIEWS

Ever made in the city
MY

V

AID

,

you(?

Comti and see me if you
want the finest
PHOTOS

The bowels

Justice of the Peace Dockets for sale
Printing Com

by the New Mexican
pany.

PHOTOGRAPHER

"I tried all kinds at blnod rnmAdlnn whlnh failed
to do me any good but I have found the right thing
i mas. oiy nice wan iuii oe pimpieg ana
After taklna CascaretB thev all lnffe. I am
the use of them and 1
continuing
them to my friends. I feel fine whenrecommending
rise n the
mornlnir. Hone to have a chance to recommend
CasuaretB." .
jrrea u. witten, 7a Elm St., Newark, K. J.

tion, Head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you in good health.
TRY IT
All Drugjlata,
Bottle.
50o

OLauflhlln Building, Don Gasoar Avenue.

A. B. CRAYCRAFT,

TO-DA- Y.

For 8a I

Golfli Silver Filigree

A--

and
FORCi0UGH8
0L0S

f

Price
60c ft $1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUN( TBOUB.
LBS, or MONEY BACK.

,

THE

MUTUAL BUILDING ic
LOAN ASSOCIATION
Will naatat von to

jOwn Your Own Home I
Be your own landlord. Pay your
Into the Building & Loan
Association and thus pay for your
home.

rent

The Attsoclatlon has on hand money!
to loan on desirable property.

For particulars call on
the secretary,

R.
BIWiN

J. CRICHTON,

BLOCK,

r address!
V
.

SANTA FE, N.

K.

I

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, Fefctcaty 24, 1 905.

A POLICY OF

MINES AND MINING.

Have Made Many Santa Fe Residents

(Continued from Page Six.)

Enthusiastic.

life

It is always worth its face value at maturity.
may be worth

HVC

O

It

"Bt

It can never be worth

LESS

.

That is. if it is taken in a good company. And there
are many good companies, BUT THE
EUlT-ABL- E

isthe strongest

a box. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N.
Y.., sole agents for the United States.
the name Doan's and
Remember
fake no other.

the

in

WOULD.

The Equitable

L

Life

.

Assurance

A. HARVEY,

102 Chapelle St.,

-

Read the New Mexican and you will
obtained by advertising In the "New
Mexican."

Co.

COLDS

Agent,

LEAD TO PNEUMONIA.

Laxative Bromo Quinine,

the world
wide Cold and Drip remedy removes
the cause. Call for the full name and
look for signaturo of E. W. Grove. 25c.

Santa Fe, N. M

New Mexico Civ '1 Code handsome-'bound in sheep, per copy J1.00, for
Company. Copies "ill btj sent by mail
upon the receipt of sum as above, to
any address deslrfd.

v

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
SUNSHINE ROUTE,

via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
Connecting with the E. P. & N. E. and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or ProtrudShortest line out of Santa Fe, or Now Mexico, to Chicago, Kansas City or St Louis
ing Piles. Your druggist will refund
.Vhon you travel take tbe money if PAZO OINTMENT fails to
cure you in 6 to 14 days. 60c.

THE NEW

BEST, SAFEST

LIN K

Headquarters for wedding cards and
announcements
Now Mexican Print
ing Company, Snnta Fe, N. M.

AND

SHORTEST,
ROAD

J

C

EE

NtW'A

1

L- -

Fine chair cars, elegant
Pullmans and Tourist
superh dining
cars,
"REST ON WHEELS.".
Tickets on sale to Chicago
Kansas City, St. Louis, E
Paso and all points East
We

8lso

sell

tickets

TO EUROPE.
Via the Cutiard Steamship
Line, the O.d Dominion

ALL TH E

CONNECTING

GREAT R A LWAY SYSTEMS
I

OF

NEW MEXICO

Steamship Company, and
the North German Llovd
Line.

Fast Freight
Special
Lino arranged five to six
days from Chicago, Kansas
City and St. Louis.,

at Torrance with THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED fast

Close connections

trains for all points east and west. Service unsurpassed.
Dining, Library
and Pullman Cars of the latest pattern. Berths reserved by wire.
UH
TRY OUR ROUTE.

S. B. GRIMSHAW.
G, F. & P.

W. H. ANDREWS,

Pres.

&

A

Ocn'l Manager.

J. A. KNOX,

Traveling F, and P.

he

mm

A,

8 ma gebhoe ststeid

scenic Line of

the world.

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST

Line fromlSanta Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Canon City, Salida,
Leadville Glenwood springs. Grand
unction, Duranqo, Silverton,
Telluride, Colorado, and
all points west.

JUEW

SERVICE
The Denver

Perfect Confidence.
Where there used to be a feeling of
uneasiness and worry in the household
when a child showed symptoms of
croup, there is low perfect confidence.
This is owing to the uniform success
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy in
the treatment of that disease. Mrs. M.
I. Basford,
of Poolesville, Md., in
speaking of her experience in the use
of that remedy says: "I have a world
of confidence in Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy for I have used it with perfect success. My child Garland is
subject to severe attacks of croup and
it always gives him prompt relief."
For sale by all druggists.
HEALTH.
Means the ability to do a day's work,
without undue fati e aL 1 to find life
worth living. You cannot have indl- gesti u or constipation without its up
setting the liver and polluting the
blood.
Such a conditio- - may be best
and quickest obtained by Herbine, the
best liver regulator that the world has
ever known. Mrs. D. W. Smith write:,
April 3, 1902: "I use Herbine, and
find it the best medicine for constipation and regulating the liver I ever
used." Price 50 cents. Fi cher Drug
Company.

&

Carry on theirlstandardlgauge trains,
STANDARD PULLMAN and TOURIST SLEEPERS
DINING CARS and CHAIR CARS
And is the popular route to all points in Colorado.

noir

expenses.
las Building, Chicago.

Dept. S.,

NOTICE The following described
horse is in the possession of the Sisters of Charity: Dark bay, shod all
around. The owner can have horse by
paying all expenses incurred in keep
ing the same. If not claimed within
30 days animal will be sold to pay the
expenses of keeping.
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STCRY Is CLARr

Read What Accomplished Musicians
Say of the Story and Clark Pianos.

"Equal if not superior to any Instrument I have had occasion to use."
Barron Berthold.
"Shows such superiority of workmanship and finish as must make
them welcome to any household."
Leonora Jackson.
"Grand and resonent in tone and delightfully sweet and tender." Mathilda Bauermeister.
"I cannot speak too highly of your
pianos, they seem to be unsurpassable." R. Watkin Mills.
"I find your pianos wonderfully sympathetic for accompanying the voice."
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
me. I consider them second to none."
David Frangcon Davler-- .
"I think it capable of the fullest ex
pression of musical thought." Ellea
Beach Yaw.
"In my opinion they rank among the
very best pianos of the. day." Emlle
Sauret.
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
Fernando de Lucia.
"I was perfectly charme with Its
beauty of tone and delightful touch."
Francis Tllletsen.
"Their tone is sweet as well as resonant. Are rema ably adapted for accompanying the voice." Clementine
de Vere Sapio.
"Your pianos embody rweetness aid
richness of tone, splendid carrying
power and excellent action." Rosa
Olitzka.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
Employ only expert workmen and no
piece work cr contract work Is dons

'

When Yop Have a Cold.
ine nrst action when you have a
cold should be to relieve the lunss.
This Is best rccomplished by the free
use of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
This remedy liquifies the tough mucus
and causes its expulsion from the air
cells of the lungs, produces a free ex
run.
pectoration, and opens the secretions
A complete cure soon follows. This
remedy will cure a severe cold in less
ALBUQUERQUE
time than any other treatment and it
NEWS IN BRIEF leaves the system in a natural and
healthy condition. It counteracts any
tendency toward pneumonia. For sale
Mallard duck shooting is reported by all druggists.
fine along the Rio Grande from White
Rock Canon to Albuquerque.
ITCH
Rl
,ORM.
Mips Maude Summers, daughter of
E. T. Lucas, Wingo, Ky., Writes,
Probate Clerk James A. Summers of April 25, 1902: "For ten to twelve
Albuquerque, will be married in a few year- - I had been afflicted with a maldays at Pasadena, California, to F. B. ady known as the i'c .' The itching In their factories.
Schwenker, an Albuquerque insurance was most unbe. able; I had tried for
They have won renown on two con- man.
years to find relief, having tried all t. ients for excellence ar.d
of
Teodoro S. Alire and Miss Abelina remeaies i couia near or, besides a their instruments.
Quintana were married on Wednesday number of doctors.
h to state
Prices and terms most liberal.
evening at the home of the bride's par- that one single application
of Bal
Call on the General Agent for New
ents at Albuquerque by Justice of the lard's Snow Liniment cured me comMexico,
Peace George B. Craig.
Since then
pletely and permanently.
B. Ilfeld and Company are building I have used the liniment on two
sepan addjtion to their store at Albuquer- arate occasions for
ring worm and It
que.
cured completely. 25c, 50c and $1.00
SANTA FE, N. M.
C. W. Smith of Dallas, Texas, has bott . Fischer
ClarK
Co.
Who will show you the Stcry
Drug
succeeded R. H. Hawkins as chief opPianos in the several styles and finish
erator of the Postal Telegraph ComMai g ny, Hungarian, Walnut and
There is a class ol people in Sanpany at Albuquerque, Mr. Hawkins be- ta Fe who trade
fiolden ak.
merwith
the
only
ing promoted to the position of man- chants who advertise their business
ager of the company at the Albuquer- in the home
paper.
A CONSIDERATION.
que office, vice J. S. Creegan removed
A consideration of the fact that all
to Los Angeles, California.
What Are They?
who want a first-clas- s
meal on short
Dr. J. F. Pearce has broken ground
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver order, go to the Bon Ton, will furnish
for an $8,000 brick cottage on West
Tablets. A new remedy for stomach you food for thought beforehand and
Railroad Avenue, Albuquerque.
troubles, biliourness, and constipation a call at that popular house will furand a good ne. Price 25 cents. For nish food for the Inner man. A fine
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
sale by all druggists.
meal for 25 cents.
x

'

If.

FRANK DIBERT

0J0 CALIEJVTE f(QT SPRINGS.

fliese Celebrated Hot Springs are these waters has been thoroughly teat
located In the midst of the Ancient ed by the miraculous cures attested to
Cliff Dwellers, tw
miles west in the following diseases: Paralysis,
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's Disease ol the
Neuralgia, Consumption,
Fe, and about twelve miles from
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial AffecStation, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, atf
Grande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boarc,
que.
Claire: W. G. Fry, El Paso; A. C. daily line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; 1
Grave Trouble Foreseen,
Miller, Burton Clifford, Iola, Kansas; The temperature of these waters Is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
It need j but lLtle foresight, to tell, E. H. Brown, A. J. Otero and wife, W. from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
that when your stomach and liver are R. Forbes, Albuquerque; P. F. Hogan, carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request This resort is at
W. G. very dry and delightful
the year tractive at all seasons, and is open all
badly affected, gra- a trouble is ahead, Edgar Andrews, Cerrillos;
unl. j you tak. the proper medicine Franklin, Kansas City; Frank Jones, round. There Is now a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Calient
for your disease, as Mrs. John A. Fort Collins; C. D. Butter, Hagan; F. hotel for the convenience of Invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
Young, of Clay, N. Y., did. She says: C. Stevens, Chicago; W. E. Dudley, and tourists. These waters contain reach OJo Caliente at 4 ; . m. tbs same
"I had neuralgia of the liver and stom- Alamogordo; Mrs. D. F. Hickey, Sil- 1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa
ach, my heart was weakened, and I verton.
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further
Bon Ton: Max. Lucero, Mora; G. D. Springs In the world. The efficacy of
could not eat.' I was very bad for a
particulars, address
lon
time, but in Elec ic Bitters, I Valdez, Pecos; E. C. Brooks, Arizona.
Normandie: J. M. Cook, Albuquer
found just what I needed, for they
quickly relie d and cur d ru " Best que; H. F. Roswell, M. Stock, Chicago.
medicine or we.ik women. Sold unOjo Caliente. T
der guarantee by F iher Drug Co.
(Homestead Entry No. 4923.)
50 cents per bottle.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 26, 1905.
Fraud Exposed.
Notice is hereby given that the folA few counterfeiters have lately
named settler has filed notice
lowing
immi
been making and trying to sell
tations of Dr. King's Jew Discovery of his intention to make final proof in
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds support of his claim, and that said
and other medicines, thereby defraud' proof will be made before the register
ing the public. This is to warn you to or receiver at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
nty-Uv- e

Bar-anc- a

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

DOUBLE

beware of such people, who seek to
profit, through stealing the reputation
of remedies which have been success
fully curing disease, for over 35 years.
BETWEEN
A s re protection, to ou, is our name
on the wrapper. Look for it, on all
SANTA
Dr. King's o Bucklen's remedies, as
ALAMOSA. Colo., all others are mere immitations. H.
E. BUCKLEN & CO., Chicago, 111., and
Where eoroection is made with standard
Windsor, Canada.
guage trains for all points east, and af- For sal by Hscher Dr
Company.
fords passengers the advantage of stop"A POINTER."
overs at Denver, Colorado Springs o
Good whisky brightens p a sluggish
Pueblo.
brain; bad whisky will make a sluggard out of you. "Uncle Sam" Joins ns
in assuring '"ou only the purest at
"THH CLUB."

Rio Grande R. R. Co.,

cents to $201.30 in gold per ton. The
process to be used is a dry concen
trating method and is claimed to yield
from $1.50 to $2 per ton profit from
gravel carrying $3 gold per ton. The
mill is to concentrate three hundred
tons every twenty-fou- r
hours into five
tons of concentrates, which are to be
shipped to the El Paso smelter. The
placer ground is composed of gravel,
lime, alumina and silica. The com
pany intends to manufacture Port
land cement from the tailings, by utl
lizing the large deposits of lime rock
in the Sandias nearly. Only three
men will be required to operate the
concentrator but thirty-simen will
be given employment, Including
the
shovelers, as three shifts are to be

F. A. Hubbell, George F.
Palace:
Albright, A. B. McMillan, A. A. Keen,
George Arnott, J. D. Odell, W. B. Chil- ders, Ira A. Abbott, Albuquerque; Ed
ward A. Mann, Alamogordo; B. G. Wil
son and wife Las Vegas; A. J. Weip
and wife, Del Norte, Colorado; G. H.
Low, Denver; Pedro Perea, Bernalillo;
Mrs.
Q. D. Pratt, Denver; Mr. and
Supplies for Notaries Public for sale E. P, Sands, Boston; A. T. Rogers, Jr.,
New
Mexican
by the
Printing
Las Vegas; Neill B. Field, Albuquer-

FEand

TRAIJU

WAJVTS

Elliott and Big Four
No wonder scores of Santa Fe people claims, in the Headstone district, the AND
MISCELLANEOUS ADS
grow enthusiastic. It is enough to gold predominates over the copper but
make any one happy to find relief after the latter is also an important factor.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished four
years o fsuffering. Public statements The Red Jacket, Buckhorn, Croesus, room house. J. E. Wood.
like the following are but truthful rep' Jaw Bone, Sidney, Mineral Point, Big
resentations of the daily work done in Mogul, Hidden Treasure, Freeport,
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, rormerly
Emerald, Good Hope, Wild Duck and Adam's Hall for
Santa Fe by Poan's Kidney Pills.
balls, parties and all
Manuel Montoya of Canon St., says: others, show good copper values in ad- other
public and private use. Apply
dition
and
to
a
for
and
months
and
with
year
ago
gold
"Eight
depth they will to George E. Ellis, trustee.
a half previous to that my back ached undoubtedly prove to be very rich in
continually. If there was any time copper.
FOR RENT Large handsome store
Santa Fe County.
when a change was noticeable it was
as well as furnished and unfurroom,
The Golden Cement Company, a nished
during wet and rainy spells when possirooms, at 338 Water Street.
bly the aching Increased. Doan's Kid- New York concern, is completing a Apply to Atanacio Romero, on the
ney Pills procured at Ireland's Phar- $10,000 concentration plant near the premises.
macy effectually stopped the aching camp of Golden to treat the cement
and what to me is considerable more and conglomerate
of the placers
WANTED Ten men in each state
Importance and value, during the last These beds are about ten miles square to
travel, tack signs and distribute
500
not
a
been
and
months
there
has
eight
sign
samples gathered indiscrim samples and circulars of our
goods.
of a recurrence."
inately from different depths in various
$75 per month. $3 per day for
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents parts of the field yielded from 50 Salary
AtKuhlman Co.,
One, Strawberry,

NEVER DECLINES IN VALUE

MRS.

HAPPY RESULTS.

--

DAILY TRAIN SERVICE

on March 9, 1905." viz.:

Martin Baca, for the lot 3, section 6,
T 15 N. R 8 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose Padilla, Asenclon Romero,
Rael, all of Cerrillos, N. M.;
and Marcos Coriz of Santa Fe.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register

The Santa Fe Central Railway in
connectio with the Rock Island and
the E. P. ft N. i:. systems makes close
connection at Torrance for all points
east and west by the new Golden State
Limited fast trains. Homes eekers
from the east and others desiring
berths for the return trip may have
A SNUG BANK ACCOUNT.
Is what you will be able to have If the same secured by calling at the
you eat at the Bon Ton, where you general ticket office of the Santa Fe
can get the very best the market af- Central In tills city. Every possible
fords at less than at any other eating attention with politeness and courtesy
will be extended to all.
house In Santa Fe.

1v to
Headquarters for wedding cards and
For illustrated advertisimr matter and forth
New Mexican Prlnt-announcements
address
Fe. N. M.
Santa
Ing Company,
'
8. K. HOOPER. O. P. 8c T. A., Denver, Colo.
B. W. BOBBINS, Traveling .Passenger Agent, 8aata Fe, N.TE
A Want Ad will bring you results.

Don't get excited when you
people raising a row about what
have to eat, but go to the Bon
where you can get anything from
on toast to chile and tamales.

hear
they
Ton,
quail

BETWEEN

THE

WEST AND EAST
i;

llfill

State Limi

n

99

AND

"CHICAGO FLYER"
Ask the Ticket Agent and Insist on a Ticket Via This Routs.
"BEST MEALS ON WHEELS."
A. N. BROWN.

Genl. Pass. Agt.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friiayt Feferaary 24, 1 905.
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fall line
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
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K-

-
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tions are as follows:
Trustees Miners' Hospital, Raton.
A. R. Streicher, until June 20, 1909;
M. M. Dawson, until June 20, 1906;
D. J. Leahy, until June 20, 1907; A. G.
Dawson, until June 20, 1908: all of
Colfax County, and W. S. Hopewell,
until June 20, 1905, of Bernalillo Coun

DIAMONDS, WATCHES.

CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE. ETC.
Manufacturer

ty- -

of- -

Deaf and Dumb Asylum, Santa Fe.
Palen, until July 22, 1908; S.

R. J.

exican Filigree Jewelry

Cartwright, until July 27, 1907;
Francisco Delgado, until July 22, 1906 ;
Grant Rivenburg, until July 22, 1905;
J. A. Wood, until July 22, 1909; all of
Santa Fe County.
Territorial Reform School.
J. H. Sargent until August 11, 1908;
A. D. Vargas, until August 11, 1909;
Venceslao Jaramillo, until August 11,
1907; all of Rio Arriba County; J. H.
Sloan, until August 11, 1905; of Santa
Fe County; 0. N. Marron, until August
G.

All kinds of designs in

HE-

(Continued from Page One.)

1

Coffee Machine.

FILIGREE FOB CHAINS, FILIGREE NECK CHAINS,
MLKiKiliS SOUVENIR SPOONS,
FILIGREE BROOCH PINS, FILIGREE BRACELETS,
rJLLlliKJiE. CARD CASES.

-

FSCHER DRUG CO
Make Our Store Your Headquarters
While in the City.

of Bernalillo County.
COUNCIL.
Afternoon Session 39th Day.
President Clark called the Council
S. 0. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Trean.
0E0. W. HICKOX. President jt
to order at 2:30 o'clock. All members
were present except Mr. Greer.
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Mr. Montoya asked unanimous consent to introduce Council Joint ResoGrocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Alarket Telephone No. 40. lution No. 7, protesting against the
passage by the United States Congress
of a bill establishing a leper colony in
SUNBURST BRAND EXTRA SIFTED PEAS are the best value we
New Mexico.
The resolution was
have ever offered in canned peas. They are small in size, tender, and
passed under suspension of the rules
up-to-da- te
of fine flavor. Price 15 cents per can. Sunburst Marrowfat, or Sweet
by a unanimous vote.
Wrinkled peas 12 2 cents.
The House notified the Council that
FERNDELL SWEET POTATOES are now being used to a considerit had concurred in the passage of
able extent and are giving good satisfaction, the cans well filled and
Council Joint Resolution No. 7.
Mr. Read moved that as the memthe quality excellent, can 20 cents.
MACKEREL are nice for breakfast for a change, fancy fat each 12
bers of the House wished to be pres
cents. Large fat each 20 cents.
ent at the memorial exercises, that a
ROLLED HERRING, the largestwe have ever offered, each with a
committee of two be appointed to ex
dill pickle inside, an appetiser, each 5 cents.
tend to them such an invitation. Presi
BLOATERS, extra large, each Ccents.
dent Clark appointed as such commit
Our stock of CHEESE is now quite large. Empire brick and
tee, Mr. Read and Mr. Miller.
Domestic Swiss and fancy New York cheese we offer at 25
The House accepted the invitation
cents per pound. Muenster cheese, per pound, 30 cents. Imported
and attended the services in a body.
Court ad
The Territorial Supreme
Swiss, 40 cents per pound. Neufachatel, 2 for 15 cents. Wisconsin full
cream cheese, 20 cents per pound.
journed for the afternoon and this au
MUSHROOMS are much used to serve with steak and other meats
gust body was also present.
such as veal cutlets, etc. We offer "miniatures" the finest put up at
Sitting in joint session this afternoon
35 cents per can, ordinary quality 25 cents per can, in glass 35 cents
the Council of the Thirty-sixtLegislative Assembly conducted memorial
per Jar.
CRABS either diviled or the whole ones are extremely nice for enservices in tribute to the memory of
trees for dinners or for luncheons. We furnish shells free with the canthe late Colonel J. Francisco Chaves,
for six sessions president of the Coun
ned deviled crabs. Full directions for preparation on each cau.
cil and for several sessions one of its
TOBACCO, CIGARS AND CIGARETTES we offer in large variety
members. President Clark presided.
and of the most popular brands. In nickle cigars we have the Owl,
Several member eulogized Colonel
Washington's Cabinet, Cremo, Little Tom, Franklin, Mexicano, Lillian
Chaves' life and character. The reRussell, Capitan, Porto Rico Exports, etc. In 10 cent goods, Sir Arthur
marks were particularly expressive of
Sullivan (clear Havana), Tom Moore, General Arthur, Dry Climate, etc.
cents.
the esteem in which he was held and
A fine imported cigar for 12
extolled him as a man, as a useful
UNION LEADER is the newest thing in cut plug smoking tobacco, 5
cent and 10 cent packages, and in half pound tins at 25 cents, one
public servant and as an organizer of
great ability.
pound tins 50 cents.
:
Mr. Catron repeated the details of
SWEET CAPORAL granulated tobacco in one ounce sacks at 5 cents
an example of Colonel Chaves' bravery
each is one of the most popular cigarette and pipe tobaccos among the
newer brands. All the old favorites such as Bull Durham, Honest
by telling how he had saved a man's
life at Socorro some years ago. A
Weight, Seal of North Carolina, Pedro, Lone Jack, Yale, Lafayette, and
man was brought into the town and
Maryland
Cornell Mixtures, A & G. Perique, Oriental, Salmagundi,
was to be hanged, Colonel Chaves
Club, Columbia, Curve Cut, Cameo, Sweet Caporal and Lone Jack
stepped forward, took charge of the cashire, American Central and the
long cut, etc., through a long list.
SUNBURST string and wax beans are decidedly cheap at two cans
prisoner and told the mob that the Royal. Some of the companies reprelaw should take its course. Mr. Catron sented
for 25 cents, tender and fin. flavored.
17 Years' Experience.
Telephone 126,
by Mr. Benson are the North
told of the deceased's love for New
Norwich, Firemen's Fund,
Office at Exchange Stables
Mexico and of his valuable services as American,
British America and the Aetna.
to
United
of
the
the
Congress
delegate
P. F. McCanna is the third adjuster
States. He closed by saying that the
from Albuquerque, and if he
expected
life of Colonel Chaves should serve as comes
he will probably represent the
star
of emulation.
bright
St. Paul and others. Just who will
INCORPORATED
Mr. Montoya followed Mr. Catron.
what companies has not yet
He addressed the Assembly in a touch represent
been entirely determined.
ing manner in Spanish and was listTo invoice all of the goods destroyed
ened to with much attention.
or partially ruined is no light thing to
Feed Stable in Connection,
Mr. Martin eulogized the deceased
comwork
accomplish.
Yesterday
man in such a tender manner as to
ENTRANCE OPPOSITE P. WUNSCHMANN & CO.'S OFFICE.
menced on taking the stock of S.
bring tears to many eyes. He told how Spitz the jeweler. This work is again
Colonel Chaves had secured him his
more
first position in the legislature of New in process today and it is nardly
than
will take almost a week-It
begun.
Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Mexico in 1901. As to the courage of in
itself.
Colonel Chaves, Mr. Martin said: "He
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
was a man of his own convictions who
was never driven from a position and
was to the Territory of New Mexico
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
'the grand old man.' "
Mr. Read uttered a few remarks in
which he told of how, when he re
SANTA FE, N. M.
A
has been called by Mayor
ceived the news of the assassination A. R.meeting
Gibson to be held next week at
on that Sunday morning he was thia nfflno frtv tha nurnnsa rtf firmintr a
shocked and could not believe such a '
clety for the Prevention of Cruelty
thing could be possible and that even to Animals. The citizens who attend
now he could not believe that Colonel the
meeting will organize and elect ofChaves was gone, never to return.
ficers. It Is a notorious fact that an
The services were fittingly conclud organization of this kind is
sorely
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
ed by Councilman Jacobo Chaves of needed in this
jKassaai;.
During the past
Valencia County. Reciting the noble week notice hascity.
come to the city autraits of the deceased, together with thorities of excessive cruelty to dumb
his services as a man, as a soldier, and animals. One instance is that of a
Day Telepone 35.
Oak.
Round
genuine
as a statesman, the tributes were parI. B. Hanna, Res. 113, Johnson 8t. Tel. 142,
Mrs.
and
at
colt
that has Sundays
nights
starving
into the county. 10 or 20
ticularly touching and appropriate.
been wandering aimlessly about the
Mr. Catron then moved that the re- streets. Another instance is
that of
miles in a wagon, on its
marks of Jacobo Chaves, member of two burros with broken legs loaded
the Council from Valencia and Tor- with wood and their legs
legs, and it will arrive at
splintered in
rance
Counties, be enrolled in the order that they might be able to stand
its destiration just as
proceedings of the day's Journal.
under the heavy weight.
The Council and House then adsound as it started
Upon instructions of the mayor, Mar2
journed until Monday afternoon at
shal Richard Gorman has killed half a
off
urn
the
take
simply
W V,1VV,JY
VJlil, VL
tJJVVt W 1.1.1V uvuiui j dozen of the dumb brutes
lately beof the dead statesman.
and it is packed You know
cause they were either starving to
death or hopelessly crippled. There
what we have to do with
are many others that should be sent to
other stoves. The Round
the happy hunting grounds in order to
end their sufferings and a formation
Oa.fr does its work all its
of a society for the purpose of attendlife in the same through m
ing to the dumb animals and to prevent their abuse will be welcomed.
is
stove
a
It
you
way.
It will be at least a week and per
ONE HUNDRED
CORPSES.
haps longer than that before the In
can rely on. Can you
surance adjusters will finish their esFeb. 24.- - Up to this
Birmingham,
afford any other when
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
timate of the Santa Fe fire loss of afternoon one hundred bodies of the
entire stock of
Sunday, February 19, in the Masonic victims of the explosion at the Vir- it costs no more than
Temple block owned by Mrs. Kahn glnla mines had been recovered
imitations? Call and see
and occupied by S. Spitz, jeweler, JaMONEY'S DIGE8T.
cob Weltmer, stationer, and Dr. C. N.
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
The New Mexican Printing Company
Lord, dentist.
At less than Cost
Two adjusters are already in the has made arrangements with the pub-- i
nil
1
on
task
tedious
work
of
the
Usher of Money's Digest
the New
J
city and at
aall hA amA f tfiA
17. H. GOEBEL
of Invoicing the property damaged and ' MavIVi Annita
TOURISTS:
a third adjuster Is expected to arrive reduced price of $6.60, delivered In any
Fe if
Do
of
part of the Territory. This price will
today.
The Hardware Dealer
I
II
&
Museum
Those who are here are O. A. Brew-- . hold good only for a limited time In
er of Albuquerque, and M. V. B. Ben- - order to reduce the stock so as to pay
Catron Block No. 311
son of Denver. Mr. Brewer repre- - for the publishing of the book. This
Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
aents among other companies the NI- - price la subject to withdrawal without
SANTA FE, NBW MEXICO
Cor. San Francisco Street and Burro Alley
agara, Springfield, London and Lan- notice, cash to accompany each order.

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

11, 1906:

be pleased to see
W!you, and if you need any
thing in our line will appreciate your patronage. Besides
stock
carrying an
of Drugs and Medicines, all of
the purest and best quality,
we have a fine line of latest
E will

j

1--

1-- 2

Lim-berge-

Toilet Accessories, Cigars, Tobacco,
Perfumes arid Candy,

h

msop

1-- 2

DDRHJG

Santa Fe, Ji. P.

230 San Francisco Street

J. L.

ARSDELL

Hacks and Baggage

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE

VAJtt

GOCES

HUMANE SOCIETY
PLAN AFOOT

i

DUDROW

i

i
i
i

& MOtlTENIE

UndertakersQafld

Embalmers

We Can Send

Dudrow's Office Building.

a

two-year-o-

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

at

1

CLOSING

ADJUSTMENT OF
FIRE LOSS BEGUN

OUT

SALE!

j

m mm

it

MB
r

01

Indian and Mexican blankets,

potters

kwrnmaaai
fi50umTn

Awm

you know that you miss hali Santa
you do not visit our Curio Store Free

$

